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INTRODUCTION
Though the biographers of the life of Archbishop Becket
are numerous, no author is likely to interest a reader more
than Herbert Bosham.

He is prominent as a biographer primari-

ly because of his enduring and intimate connection with the
Archbishop.

He persevered with Thomas, as he himself repeated-

ly states, during the difficult and troubled years of his epis~

oopacy and exile to the very eve of his martyrdom and death
in the Cathedral of Canterbury.

We gather the principal facts

in the life of Herbert Bosham from his own writings, particularly the Life of St. Thomas, as well as, from other references
found in contemporary letters and biographers.

The exact dates

of his birth and death are unknown but it is certain that he
flourished in the years 1162-1186.

From his own statement we
learn that he was an Englishman and born at Bosham. 1 "He was

.

a man of tall and majestic appearance, more fitted to be a soldier than a priest, of great personal strength, and possessed
of courage which qualified him to be chosen for all enterprises
of danger or of daring." 2 A few details are known concerning
his early life and social rank.

There is some reason to be-

lieve that he may have been the "master Herbert" who once acted
as a messenger from Henry to the Emperor while Thomas Becket

1
2

Becket Materials 3.259
I.A.Giles, The Works of Thomas a Becket, (Vol.7, 1845.) p.ix

ii
was chancellor (1155-1162).

He was appointed

specia~monitor

of the archiepiscopal duties by Thomas himself the day following his election as primate in May 1162.

Not only was he

Thomas' teacher of the Holy Writ, 3 but he held a foremost place
among the scholars in his

household~·

-

He accompanied the pri-

mate to the Council of Tours (May 1163) and Clarendon {January 1164).

He was one of the two disciples who alone dared to

•

follow him into the King's hall on the last day of the Council
of Northampton (October 13, 1164).

Together with Lombard of

Piacenza he took upon himself the task of securing for Thomas
a welcome from the French king and people.

Then throughout

the six years of Thomas' exile Herbert was constantly at his
side, comforting, lecturing, and encouraging him.

He returned

to England with his lord but did not witness his death inasmuch as he was dispatched by the Archbishop on a mission to
France on the eve of his martyrdom.

4 Becket seemed to have

wished him out of the way since he was the keenest antagonist
of the King's party.
We hear no more of Herbert after the death of his master.
But in 1184, fourteen years after the sacrilegious deed, at
the request of several of his friends, 5 he began to write the

3 Leo Gourde, O.S.B., An Annotated Translation of the Life
of St. Thomas Becket~ (Loyola 0. thesis, Cfiicago, 1943) p.vi
4 Becket Materials 5.485
5 Ibid., 7.533 -

iii
History of the man whom he admired so much, the only

~ccount

of the life of the Archbishop written long after his death:
"Presque tous ces ecrits--a l'exception du gros livre de Herbert de Bosham, qui date des annees 1184-1186,--ont ete composes peu de temps apres la mort de·· Thomas et sant ~ peu pres
contemporains .'16 This is a work in seven books containing a
minute account of all that happened ,.to Becket during his pontificate.

It consists mainly of "tedious moralising and rhe-

torical flourishes ... ?

That it is extremely prolix and contains

much irrelevant matter is unquestionable, since Herbert himself
time and again, diverts from the subject to excuse this verbosity.8

Despite the tedious and wearisome style, every critic

will find some words of praise and commendation:
Its seven books of rambling, long-winded narrative, prosy sermonizing, and turgid declamation would be intolerable if their
faults were not redeemed by the writer's genuine enthusiasm
for his hero, by his intimate knowledge of his subject, and oy
the fairness with which, notwithstanding his own vehement partisanship, he allows his r~aders to see both sides of the questions with which he deals.
In similar vein Robertson says:
Herbert of Bosham had none of the restraint and none of the cri
tical faculty Which made John of Salisbury the most candid of
all Becket's intimates: he hardly aspired to be a friend: he
was ttthe disciple who wrote these things, .. yet he records many
expressions, many momentary thoughts or hasty words, which give

6
7
8

9

E. Walbert, La tradition qagiographiTue~ Saint Thomas
Becket avant la fin du xrre siecle, Paris, E Droz, 38 Rue
Serpente, 1929 • .,--p:-80:"'James C. Robertson, Becket, Archbishop of CanterburlL_! Biographi, (London, John Murray, Albemar!e Street, 1859.)-p:5
Becket Materials 6.503
Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee, Dictionari of National Bi' (New York, Macmillan Co., vol.9, 1908.) p.6lg:-

iv
an extraordinary expression of reality to his long adfi often
prosy tale. His Life of the Saint and his Liber Malorum are
works which human patience-ii!l scarce endure to read through;
and yet, there is ever and again, a touch in them so pathetic
and so simple as to bring to the reader's eye the tear that
one feels sur! 0 were never far from his own when he wrote of his
dear lord ••••
We must admit, therefore, that'this is for the most part
a very dull and heavy composition.

There are, however, some

redeeming points about it such as conversations of the most
~

dramatic character between the author and King Henry.

We also

find some historical reference relating to what happened after
Becket's death by which we can guess how Herbert Bosham passed
the last years of his life.
After completing the Biography he supplemented it with a
work entitled Liber Malorum which contains numerous fanciful
parallels between the Archbishop whom he designates "the Soldier" and Jesus Christ, "the Commander-in-Chief," of the spiritual warfare, as well as, other historical matter on what happened after the Archbishop's death.

In addition, he wrote a

Homily for St. Thomas' Day and thirty-seven letters, several
of them written in the name of

Thomas or of some of his friend

and all relating to his cause or his fate.

10

William Holden Hutton, Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, (Cambridge at the U. Press, 1926.) p.293.
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LIFE OF ST. THOMAS BECKET
by
Herbert Bosham

Chapters of the Fifth Volume
1. Reconciliation between the king and the Archbishop.
2. The Archbishop sends envoys to the king. Reasons.
3. The Archbishop's first meeting with the king after the reconciliation. Reasons.
4. The Archbishop's second meeting w~th the king after the reconciliation. Reasons.
5. Preparation for the return to our country; our activity in
England through envoys before the return; the news which we
received at the very point of our departure; the words of
the disciple who wrote these things to the Archbishop; the
Archbishop's answer.
6. The Archbishop sets sail; his entrance and reception by the
populace of England.
7. Activities carried out upon the Archbishop's return to the
land.
8. The second instigation of the bishops against the Archbishop. Reasons.
9. The Archbishop's sermon and activity on Christmas Day.
10. The disciple who wrote these things withdraws from the
Archbishop. Reasons.
11. The renewal of the king's wrath against the Archbishop and
the arrival of the military executioners.
Volume Five
1. Reconciliation between the King and

~

Archbishop

The king, therefore, agreed on a reconciliation when he
saw that the situation was very definitely critical.

Thus,

when summoned, we came to that meeting of the kings which was
to take place in the near future.

When the conference of the

kings had come to a close on the third day and that Christian
King of the French was on the point of departure, the question

2

of our reconciliation was the center of discussion
tinent.

o~the

Con-

It was carried on by prominent intercessors to whom

the Lord King of France on his departure had entrusted us with
the negotiation of peace terms.
nor did he wish to.

He himself could not attend

But why expatia\e?

Peace was renewed ther

The Archbishop did not request the kiss of peace at this time
which (as I mentioned) was demanded but had been refused. previously at another conference, neither did the king offer or
refuse it.

Although no mention was made of the kiss of peace,

the king publicly, in the presence of a vast assemblage of prelates and nobles, granted peace and security to the Archbishop
and his relatives in their rights, their usurped chattels and
other movable and immovable possessions.

This time that type

of peace was observed and agreed upon which we mentioned above
with reference to the other conference of the kings where our
•
reconciliation was sealed except for the kiss of peace which
was refused. Now the brave Champion of Christ, 1 anxious for
peace, fearless of death, without demanding the kiss of peace
lest, perhaps, an obstacle be put in the way of peace, advisedly and prudently accepted that peace as it was offered.

Cap-

tivated by the love of peace and all fear of death set aside, 2
·he accepted that peace.

It was this love or peace with all

fear of death set aside, a love rather than a brave death that
1

2

i.e. St. Thomas Becket
Job 15.4

3

had sent him forth out of his country.

The reconcili«tion was

effected on the Feast of Mary Magdalen3 near the site where
the kings' interview had occurred the previous day,

~vidently

on the borders of Chartres and Le Mans between two castles, one
of which is called Viefui, and the o\her

Fr~teval.

There on

a very beautiful meadow, peace was made, a meadow, as we long
after learned, which was called "Traitors' Meadow" by the ina.

habitants.

And, indeed, our peace was exactly that.

The King and Archbishop, however, conversing privately
and unaccompanied, rode apart on their horses toward a certain
plain.

Among other things, the Archbishop asked the king that

he might be granted permission to punish in line with ecclesiastical censure and saving his Majesty's position, the injury
done him and the Church by his suffragan bishops and the Archbishop of York at the coronation of his son Henry.
gave his consent.

The king

..

Thanking him for the permission, he forth-

with, in sight of all, dropped from his horse and humbly knelt
at the king's feet.

As the Archbishop was on the point of

mounting, the king adjusted and held the stirrup.

The bystand-

ers witnessed and marvelled at these gestures, but were unable
to conjecture What was passing until the Archbishop explained
it to them privately on his return.

Then, indeed, you could

see, especially among the courtiers, that "out of many hearts

3

July 22

4
thoughts were revealed, " 4 and though some congratulat~d him,
others who had poured out the venomS of sedition and discord
before, were sad and disheartened.

Still others were neither

sad nor confused but suspected deception in these dealings and
were confirmed in the opinion that ci'issension, grief, and sorrow would follow in the wake of this peace.

And in this in-

stance, the latter were least deceived as the sequence of event
a.

will attest.
2. Messengers

!~

Despatched to the !!Bg

Thus, as it seemed, on that day the king and the Archbishop were reconciled and then departed in mutual friendship.

Af-

ter a few days, our envoys were sent to England with letters
of the king in which he ordered his ministers whom they called
"Justicesn of the king in that country, to draw up our peace
and their rightful possessions in all peace and security.

We,

indeed, returned to France to the city of Sens, the center of
our travel, and made preparation for our return to England.
The Archbishop, however, decid.ed to despatch messengers to England, more numerous and more interested than their predecessors
announcing his approaching return.

These were to investigate

carefully from hearsay the state of public feeling and whether
any secret schemes were plotted against us; and also, what

4

5

Luke 2.35
Cicero, De Amicitia 23.87

5
policy of restoration the king had prescribed with regard to
our confiscated property.

The Archbishop had taken these pre-

cautions particularly because the lord king had agreed to restore certain properties from the feudal estate of the Church
of Canterbury namely, the estate of'a certain nobleman called
William de Roe and a certain castle near Canterbury called
Saltwood which a certain nobleman named Henry, a man of parts
~

from Eastern Saxony (or, as it is commonly called, of Essex),
obtained from the Archbishop before the duel for which he was
banished.

In addition, the Archbishop had now frequently pro-

tested most persistently and sharply against Rophen's custody
of this tower which legally was the property of his church.
Indeed, these points, which we here mentioned, were those which
the Archbishop among other things used to demand rather urgently and very determinately and Which the king himself promised
•
to reinstate on his return to Normandy. Our lord, therefore,
sent Master John of Sal1sbury, 6 later Bishop of Chartres, of
sacred memory, and a disciple who wrote these things instructing us to proceed to England for the purpose of seeing whether
the king was carrying out his promise of restitution, otherwise
we should immediately return to him.

So, setting out we met

the king in Normandy, but due to the prevailing epidemic of

6 Canon of the Church of Salisbury.

He was elected Bishop
of Chartres on the twenty-second of July 1176.

6

tertian fever with which the king was now ailing, we •ere delayed in the curia longer than we expected.

However, when the

king recovered, we approached him in the name of the Archbishop about the concessions that he had promised.

But as was cus-

tomary with him, he delayed, delayed', and redelayed the interview, but finally yielded to our insistent demands and particularly addressed his remarks to Master John Who was spokesman
a.

and who, in the name of the Archbishop, laid down the conditions, "John, 11 he said, "I will never give you the castle unless I see you behave differently towards me than you have hith
erto behaved."

So we were dismissed with the full knowledge

that we could get nowhere at that time.

When our mission was

turned to naught, we did not proceed to England, as instructed,
but returned to our lord in France.

The Archbishop was deep-

ly disturbed on hearing this and was disgusted with the man's

..

customary empty and false promises.

3. The Archbishop's First Meeting with the King
after the Reconciliation.

Reasons.

When we knew that a conference would be held in the very
near future between the King and the Count of Blois,7 we attended.

But the Archbishop went to meet the king at Tours the

day before the conference; since it was to take place near

7

Theobald of Blois

7
Tours in the neighborhood of Chartres and Tours.

However, when

the king learned of the Archbishop's arrival, he despatched
certain of his courtiers to meet him and finally he himself
left his city to Join him.

But when they met, the king did not

meet him eye to eye but face to face' as could be noted.

There-

fore, (and we made note of it) that night neither the king nor
any of his attendants paid any attention tb us in our quarters.
The king gave orders that a Mass of the Dead be celebrated in
his own chapel early the next morning, suspecting, as they said
that if the Archbishop would assist at another Mass he would
offer the kiss of peace during the Mass and to refuse it would
not be very Christianlike, but would rather be a sign of enmity with Christ.

After Mass, the king soon left the city and

hastened on to the conference.

The Archbishop, likewise, fol-

lowed somewhat later and Joined the king before the meeting.
*
On the way, as they were mutually exchanging their differences,

each in turn reproached the other for the former services rendered and the obedience manifested.

However, when they had

arrived at the conference late in the day and all were gathered
around the king and his friend and among them even the zealous
Archbishop and powerful mediator together with others, to dis•
cuss the matter for Which the conference was called, the Archbishop finally bitterly and pressingly reproached the king
about the promise of restoring the said possessions.

This had

not been fulfilled and he again and again, but indirectly,

8

censured his customary inconstancy of word and his usual deceitfulness in promises.
Here was fine manifestation of sacerdotal zeal and a real
zea18 of the Archbishop who in this early day of peace was constantly making his demands in such

a.'

manly way for the rights

of his church from such a great prince who was even then opposed to it.

In his hands lay our peace and not peace9 and
~

our very life and death.

He was emphatic in his spirit of jus-

tice and the zeal of God's House was burning in the heart of
the priest. What more need be said? With the above mentioned
Count 10 and other nobles interfering, the restitution of the
properties mentioned was certainly once more promised by the
king.

The king, however, wished him to return to his church

before the restitution, desiring to see beforehand, as he said,
what his attitude would be toward the kingdom.

This was the

end of the meeting.
4. The Archbishop's Second Meeting
after

t~

Reconciliation.

.!!!JJ!

the~

Reasons.

After several days, the Archbishop set out for the castle
near Blois, now commonly called Chaumont.
the king who had come there at the time.

He wished to visit
He did this not with

the intention of making further inquiries or claims but for a

8
9
10

Psalms 68.10; John 2.17
Jeremias 6.14
Theobald of Blois. Cf. p.6

9

social visit and to renew, if possible, the old intimacy and
friendship so far as the Lord would grant it.

And, indeed, the

king received him most graciously and affectionately as he drew
near in most becoming and apparent respect.

In the midst of

their affable and jocose conversation, the king interrupted,
asking, "Why do you not conform to my wishes?
would give everything to you."

Certainly, I

Several days later, the Arch~

bishop related this conversation with the king to the disciple
who wrote these things, adding, ttWhen the king spoke to me thus
I recalled the words of the Gospel: 'All these will I give thee
if falling down thou wilt adore me!" 11 Repeatedly, I have taken care to incorporate in this history these and similar incidents of the man so that just as his priestly zeal, mentioned
a while ago, 12 could be seen, so too, mention would be made of
his priestly attitude, free of every taint of cupidity: a spir-

-

it which could not be infected by the virus of riches although
he had suffered poverty for such a long time.

Let no one con-

sider this interpolation superfluous and unprofitable or a violation of the rule of brevity; for thus far I recall inserting
only a few or, perhaps, no impertinent materials, and although
not expressly stated, it is meant for the edification 1 3 of the
reader or the glory of the man: it is so much the better if
it serves both purposes.

11
12
13

Matthew 4.9
p.8
Romans 15.2

cr.

10

5. Preparation to Return to His Country
On the morrow we departed with the king's permission from

that castle and returned to Sene, the city of our exile.

Has-

tening thence as only paupers and exiles could, we prepared for
our homeward journey.

I refrain from saying paupers since the

Archbishop had returned with his companions in a vast and remarkable array, accompanied (if I am not mistaken) by more than
~

a hundred horsemen; I mention this here for one reason only,
to show that he was highly esteemed everywhere and by everybody.

He was, in fact, always and everywhere great; great in

the palace; great in the priesthood, great in court, great in
the church, great in his travels abroad, great in his return
trip, but greatest, indeed, in the completion of his return
journey.

But, on this point, let us wait a while.

The hero's

death and the end of this narrative will show this more convincingly.
Therefore, bidding farewell to the King of France and the
noblemen of the land who had treated us so hospitably and royal
ly when the whole world deserted us, we started on our way home
with their permission and came to the port called Wissant 14 in
the territory of Boulogne.

Here the Archbishop, before board-

ing the ship, forwarded the Pope's letters which, as mentioned
above, concerned the general censures of the bishops throughout England and the excommunication of others.

14

In the country of Calais

Without any

11
loss or time, therefore, he sent these letters that taey might
reach the bishops throughout England before his arrival.

Some

of them were found in that very port preparing to cross the sea
perhaps suspecting what soon caught them unawares.

They were

Roger, Archbishop of York, who was s'i.1.spended in that very port,
Gilbert, Archbishop of London, surnamed Foliot, and Jocelin,
Archblshop of Salisbury, who, likewise, received the sentence
a.

of excommunication in the very port of embarkation.

They soon

submitted to the mandate that was handed them, the former deeming himself suspended by Apostolic authority, but the others
classifying themselves as excommunicated.

And while we were

waiting for a fairer wind, we received information of what had
happened after d.espatching these letters.

When the Archbishop

heard this he was very happy in the just satisfaction of having
seen his vindication. 15
One day the Archbishop, accompanied by his own friends

..

and many others, went out to see the ships in which we were
going to sail.

And lo, we saw already near the shore a certain

ship from England coming into our port.

When it had landed,

we asked the sailors for news and what was said in England
about the Archbishop's return.

They answered that it would be

very pleasing and acceptable to the entire land.

But one of

them {He seemed to be the pilot) drew me who wrote these things
aside and said: "You poor fools, what are you after?

15

Psalms 57.11

What are

12
you doing?

Where are you going?

Certainly, to your ceath; so

say all without hesitation who know anything about it and every
body expects it; and, besides there are many soldiers in the
port where you are going to land.

Their object certainly is

(so it is said) to lay hands on the 'Archbishop and those who
are with him as soon as they land.

The whole land is disturbed ~

and turned against you, especially the king's faithful because
by your very arrival you disturbed and aroused the country by
excommunicating and suspending its bishops.

This especially so

as the religious and those who know, say that your coming shoul
have been one of tranquillity and peace 17 as in the present Advent of Our Lord, 18 so fruitful, so pleasing and so acceptable
to the world.

But you, on the contrary, cause a general dis-

turbance in your coming. u

I

thanked him for his information.

What he told me privately, others in groups were saying under
their breaths.
After a short interval, I called the Archbishop aside from
the crowd and said to him secretly, uThe pilot of the ship,
that just docked, told me this and this."

And while the Lord

Archbishop and I were discussing the topic at hand, one of our
men by the name of Gunter, of blessed memory, a simple and God
fearing man, 1 9 approached us.

16

17
18

19

When he had heard what we were

2 Kings 22.8
1 Corinthians 14.33
Jude 24; 1 Thessalonians 5.23
Job 1.1; 1.8; 2.3

13
discussing, unasked he suggested that it would be more prudent
and profitable for us to wait until this storm and excitement
caused by the suspension of bishops passed over.

We would then

return under more favorable auspices and more safely.

He added,

"If the country is so disturbed at tfle present time, what will
it be when the king has heard of it?"

Consequently he disap-

proved of our return to England at that particular time •

•

Counsel of

~

Companion Whom

~

Master Consulted

Soon after, the Archbishop spoke to the disciple who wrote
these things and had told him what he had heard from the pilot
saying, •• And what do you say?"
the situation is critical.
qu~sted

The disciple answered, "My lord,

The greatness of the counsel re-

exceeds the capacity of my humble self.

The counsel

is all the more doubtful since all your learned friends are
away, some are in France, others were sent to England by you_
Nevertheless, I shall say, if it so please you, what I think
if you so order.

In the first place, I am inclined to think

that were we to return to Flanders or to the land of our exile,
it would be to our own confusion and disgrace, and we who have
been a source of honor will become a burden.

This especially

so, since we have already been granted permission, benediction,
and absolution from the Apostolic See to return and enter our
country after bidding farewell to the land of our exile and
we have accepted peace which has been publicly granted to us.

14
Therefore, we must either retreat as cowards or proceed boldly
and act like men.

Otherwise, it will be rightly said, 'Behold

the Archbishop of Canterbury who first of all fled from Northampton and who promised to take a brave stand in behalf of
the Church and act like a man, 20 now' flees for the second time
even before the fight starts!'

We will be ranked among those

cowardly 'sons who bend and shoot with the bow they have turned
a.
21
back in the day of the battle.'
But if our peace was marked
with deceit--indeed, it appeared suspicious and many so pronounce it--this one grave and. inevitable danger exists when
power and deceit work together.

Wickedness can carry out its

intent through its power when there is a malicious power and a
powerful wickedness.
sist it.

Nothing can oppose this evil, nothing re-

Wickedness is the root of it, a fully united power

brings it to completion.

We, indeed, could have escaped the

.

raging lion at any previous time but to avoid the deception of
the dragon is most difficult.

Every power must, in fact, be

feared more when it has the air of trickery than when it gives
vent to its rage.

In support of this, it is said of our Savior
'And thou shalt trample under foot the lion and the dragon,• 22

that is, the strength of the lion and the deceit of the dragon.
In the latter days 2 3 there will be a new persecution of the

20
21
22
23

1 Corinthians 16.13
Psalms 77.9
Psalms 90.13
2 Timothy 3.1; 2 Peter 3.3

15
Church, greater than any that has gone before.
persecution based on fraud and violence.

It will be a

How happy, then, and

glorious will be the close of our exile, if this last persecution, in which at the end of the world24 the just will be tried,
will be started by us upon whom the ·Emds of the world are come.
How blessed your exile, my lord, if after your banishment it
were granted you from on high that you
,. be not only a martyr but
the firstfruits 26 of the present day martyrs! In this know the
special death title 27 of the Lord, your Crucified King, that
your are, perhaps, to die by betrayal even as He died for His
Church after having been betrayed. In this the Shepherd of she
herds gave example 28 to all shepherds to bear up with their secret enemies if they cannot avoid them, even though they know
full well that their life will be endangered through them.
Hence it is that a perilous but victorious condition exists
between a mad and hypocritical prince who is the lion and dragon and between the good shepherd.

Whether the former rages or

deceives, the good shepherd should always be prepared to lay
down his life for his sheep. 2 9 Though, perhaps, he can protect
himself against violence, he is powerless in the sight of a

24
25
26
27
28
29

Matthew 13.37 ff.
l Corinthians 10.11
Apocalypse 14.4
Matthew 27.37
2 Peter 5.3
John 10.11

t:
J

16
dragon (that is to say, a hypocrite).
goes, no one can protect

hims~lf

For as the common saying

against a traitor, since peace

itself is more effective for accomplishing betrayal.

It seems

to me, in my limited judgment, my lord, that it is not proper
either now, or later, to flee as once you did from Northampton.
Nor is it proper for you to give any impression of withdrawal
which would be tantamount to flight.

Neither retreat, I say,

nor flight would be in order since neither would be excusable.
For seven seasons have passed over you. 30 Six years have already run their course and this is the seventh year of our wandering, the seventh of our exile.

During this whole time the

wicked have wrought upon your back and have lengthened their
iniquity, 31 though unmindful that during this whole time they
wrought for you an incorruptible crown. 32 Therefore, since
this is the seventh year of rest there is no longer any need
for further polishing, for the crown is already prepared.

There

is no longer need for the skin scraper, for now the skin pol•
ishes the skin.

There is no need for a mason's chisel nor a

mallet, since the stone, worked on for so long, has been shaped
and fashioned.

The furnace does not need to be fired after
gold has already been tried in the furnace 33 in which the bones

30
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Daniel 4.22
Psalms 128.3
1 Corinthians 9.25
Proverbs 27.21
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of the old man

34

'
have grown dry like fuel for the fi~e, 35 so

that the old man 36 shall seem to be not only weakened but rath1

er completely destroyed in you,37 as it seems to me.

When a

man has been so tried, what need be there for hesitat:i.on, what
need for fear or holding back?

Is there anything tha·.t. he can-

not attempt, that he cannot do, that he cannot dare

1 do?
Therefore, you shall enter with confidence
into your land38
,.
t~::>

which you now see, that is, your church, following Him 1f need
there be Who gave His body to the strikers and His ch1~eks to
them that pluck them. 39 Let us enter with confidence.and might
and we shall be Gods 40 to them who now seem to frightE~n us.
Let us enter, I say, since the opportunity has been

g1.~anted

us

from above, so that later, what has been given from al,>ove may
not be thrown as a reproach against us because when you could
you would not and when you wished you could not.

MosE.~s

who

was so loved by God was told this with reference to the promised Land, 'Thou shalt see the land before thee but thou shalt
41
not enter into it. •
If you do not enter the land wr.1ich has
been given you to see, take care that being far infertor to

34
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Colossians 3.9
Psalms 101.4
Colossians 3.9
Romans 6.6; Ephesians 4.22
Exodus 33.3
Isaias 50.6
Genesis 3.5
Deuteronomy 32.52
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Moses you experience a similar or even greater punishment. 11
After these words, the Archbishop briefly answered, "Your talk,
it seems to me, is true but hard and who will fulfil it?" 42
And speaking to the previous speaker who had held out against
returning to England, and addressing' him by his name, "Truly,
Gunter, I see the land and by God's help I will enter the land4
though I know for certain that my passion awaits me there.''
a.
And when he had spoken, I recalled that saying44 of Our Lord
to Peter, ''Go behind me, Satan, thou art a scandal unto me, because thou savorest not the things that are of God, but the
things that are of men." 4 5 Whence, we returned to our quarters
as it was already dusk.
6. The Archbishop Sets Sail
After a brief interval of two or three days, we set sail
at night in Advent on the second or third day after the feast
of St. Andrew the Apostle 46 and according to our prayers the
wind was favorable.

Luckily, we landed not in the port of

Dover, as was previously planned, but in another port called
Sandwich, because of the suspicion of plots (which we heard
were being prepared for us).

42
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John 6.61
Deuteronomy 32.52
John 6.61
Matthew 16.23
November 30

There we were safer since the in-
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habitants along the shore had their own proper Lord

~chbishop

belonging, as it did, in fealty to the Church of Canterbury.
As the ship neared the shore, 47 the banner of the Archiepiscopal cross was erected on the ship which the Canterbury Archbishops as Primates of all England u'sed to carry about.

When

this sign, which I mentioned, and by which the Archbishop's
ship could be distinguished from the others, was borne aloft,
;.

we caught sight of a crowd of poor people who had gathered for
the occasion that they might arrive before those who had been
awaiting our arrival and might welcome their father on his entrance and receive his blessing.

Some, indeed, humbly knelt

on the ground, others wept, while.still others cried with joy
and in chorus they shouted, "Blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord, 48 the father of the orphans and the judge
of the widows!" 4 9

Such was his reception by the poor.

7. Activities Which Were

Carried~

upon His Return

The knights,5° who (as I mentioned above) awaited our arrival at another port,5 1 where they hoped we would land, rapidly hastened to meet us.

47

48
49
50
51

With scarce a salutation to the Arch-

On December 1
Matthew 21.9; 23.39; Mark 11.10; Luke 13.35; John 12.13
Psalms 67.6
These were: Reginald de Warenne, Gervase of Cornhill, the
Sheriff of Kent, and Randulf de Broc.
At Dover
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bishop they boldly began to demand why on his very fiPst entrance to the land, he who should have been a model of harmony
and of peace, even before docking had suspended and excommunicated the king's bishops.

They continued to menace him when

they thought of the future great confusion to the king, since
the kingdom and the clergy had already been disturbed.
The Archbishop answered quietly that the king would not

•

be offended by it and that he had not acted contrary either to
the orders of the king or the kingdom, but that he proceeded
thus with the king's permission without any injury to either.
The insult, which the bishops had inflicted on him and his
church at the coronation of the king's son, would not go unpunished lest such usurpation might lead to further consequences.

When they heard that the king was actually praising the

author, they spoke more moderately, but immediately demanded
the absolution of the excommunicated and suspended bishops.
The Archbishop postponed the matter till he reached Canterbury
the following day.

The knights then departed.
2
On the morrow,5 the Archbishop left the harbor where he

landed,53 which was about six miles from Canterbury.

As he

approached the city, he was received by the poor of the land,
which he had just entered, as a victim sent from heaven, even

52
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The second of December--afterwards to be known in the
Church Calendar as the Feast of "Regressio Sancti Thomae."
Sandwich
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as an angel of God, with gratitude and ovation.

But why do I

say with ovation?

Rather, (if it befits us to speak thus of
the poor) Christ's poor offered the Lord's anointed54 the
laurel of victory, rather than the ovation of a triumph.

And

so, wherever the Archbishop passed, ·groups of the poor, great
and small, old and_ young, ran together, some throwing themselves on the road, others taking off their garments and strew~

ing them in the way, frequently crying and exclaiming, "Blessed
is he that cometh in the name of the Lord~"55

Likewise, the

priests with their parishioners went out to meet him with their
crosses in an orderly procession, saluting their father and
begging his blessing and again and again repeated, "Blessed is
he that cometh in the name of the Lord! n56
tion this?

But why do I men-

Certainly, you would say, if you saw, that the Lord

approached His Passion57 a second time and that with the passion before him a second meeting was prepared for Our Lord
among the children, the suckling babes and the poor; that He
who once died at Jerusalem for the salvation of the whole world
was now again coming to die at Canterbury for the Church of
England.

Among such thronging and pressing crowds he would

scarcely reach Canterbury that day, though it was only a short
distance away.

54
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Here he was received with the sound of trumpets,

1 Kings 24.7
Matthew 21.9; 23.39; Mark 11.10; Luke 13.35; John 12.13
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Matthew 26 ff.
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and organs, with hymns and spiritual songs of the

poo~

of Chris

hiS children, and by his chapter, with reverence and the veneration due their father.
What if you had seen the face of this man at his first entrance into his church!

Many Who

sa~

made note of it and won-

dered at it.

It seemed as though his heart all aglow, lighted
up his face; in fact, his face was made cheerful in oil;58 it

•

was a joy to all and beloved by all and (in addition) I sincerely believe that his outward splendor revealed the joy of
the inner heart.59

His heart was on fire with such a holy joy

that he could not repress it within himself.

If I am not mis-

taken, on his very entrance to the Cathedral of the Savior,
such was his beauty of face and such a rosy hue 60 and grace
enlightened it that, like some prophecy of a heavenly seer, it
foretold a martyrdom to reach its crowning glory in that very
Cathedral of the Savior.

And the disciple who wrote these

things, noting this as an eye witness, marvelled at the sight
and made note in his wonderment.

He recalled what is said of

Moses.

However, the glory of his countenance was made void61
and lost in the Waters of contradiction; 62 for he was not rewarded with entrance to the promised land. 6 3 He died in exile.
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Psalms 103.15
Proverbs 15.13
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After countless conflicts the Archbishop was in the eftd victorious, gained his country and shortly afterwards received a
never fading crown64 of his palm in Jerusalem itself. Hence,
neither the glory of his countenance was made void6 5 nor the
flame of his renown was extirlguished'but was recognized rather
than dissolved at the Waters of contrad1ction 66 since amidst
the shouting and screaming crowd, his face was ever radiant and
~

luminous.

The sequel will show this with the Lord's fruitful

help.
The Archbishop, however, standing on his episcopal throne
received each one of the brethren to the kiss of peace, amid
many sighs and lamentations on all sides and tears that flowed
in streams.

And when he was standing, the disciple who wrote

these things drew near and said, "My lord, now it matters not
when you will depart from this world, since this day Christ's
Bride, the Church, has conquered in you, rather Christ conquers,
Christ reigns, Christ rules."

Without saying a word, he mere-

ly looked at the one who was talking.

After all the solemni-

ties in the Cathedral were over, the Archbishop went to his
palace, spending the entire day in joy and festive solemnity.
The next morning, the knights, 67 previously mentioned, returned for an answer to the request they had made the day before.
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They came accompanied by the chaplains of the three aforementioned bishops, 68 who were still waiting at the above mentioned
barbor. 6 9 They were sent to us in the name of the bishops and
asked absolution for the lord bishops.

The Archbishop told

them that among those three bishops ·and others, some had been
excommunicated, and others suspended on the authority of the
lord pope.

It was not in his power to absolve them.

alone could do so.

The pope

As the chaplains and knights insisted very

urgently after consultation, the Archbishop finally answered
that relying on the mercy of our lord pope he would, in this
instance for the sake of peace, assume rights that belonged to
the pope, with the canonical caution that they obey the decision of the Church in those points on which they had been excommunicated or suspended.

Otherwise, he would not do it.

answer was clear-cut and final.

When these and others heard

His

..

this, they departed indignantly and on the way spoke in a rude
and abusive manner.

One among them, whom I recall mentioning

previously in the course of this history, Randulf de Broc by
name, lifted up his tongue above measure.

But the Archbishop,

a very patient man, nbecame as a man that heareth not and that
hath no reproof in his mouth. n 7 0 The chaplains, who, we mentioned, were sent by the three bishops, returned to their lords

68

69

70

Cf. p.ll
Dover
Psalms 37.15
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and recounted the Archbishop's proposal to their request.

And,

as stated, the two excommunicated bishops, namely, of London
and Salisbury, would have submitted to the proposal dictated
by the Archbishop if that third one, the Bishop of York, had
not held out.

For it is truly written, "The tongue of a third

person disquieteth many. u7l

8. The Action of

th~

Bishops

Whi~h

Once More Turned

the King against the Archbishop.

Reasons.

But this third one so persuaded the other two that they
immediately crossed the Channel to go to the king.

They found

him in Normandy at a certain royal palace called Bur near the
city of Bayeux.

This happened a few days before Christmas.

After greeting the king, they went down on their knees and
pleaded for the king's mercy and justice on behalf of the realm
the clergy, and themselves, contending that it was his duty to
exercise the former on those who suffered injury and the latter
on the one inflicting it.

In a talk full of complaint and in-

dignation, they explained in detail how hastily, how thoughtlessly and insolently the Archbishop of Canterbury brought confusion into every department of the realm and clergy, misusing
the peac.e which the king in goodness had granted him and his
followers.

71

Then they added that by reason of this, the whole

Ecclesiasticus 28.16
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Church of England was grieving because all bishops in•England
were suspended and they themselves suspended and excommunicated
They stated further that this entire disturbance had come upon
them because of a cause so royal, so majestic, so necessary
and honest, namely, for having a haria in the coronation of his
eldest son, who was heir to the kingdom.

By these and similar

words, and even more, they incited the king against the Arch~

bishop through their own individual efforts and those of their
accomplices.

I do not mention the degree and extent of the

king's confusion, nor the extent and degree of his rage and mad
ness due to their influence.

The sequel of this history will

tell the story in its proper place.

For the present we shall

turn to a discussion of the Archbishop and take up his activity in England upon his return.
And so, (as I said before) when he came to Canterbury, he
sent word a few days after his arrival7 2 to that oft-mention;d
illustrious boy, Henry, the king's son who had already been
crowned king by the suspended bishops.

He sent Richard, of

blessed memory, (would that it were blessed) then Prior of St.
Martin's at Dover, a quite eloquent and active man, who later
was successor to the metropolitan See of our lord.

On coming

to the king, he greeted him officially in the name of the Archbishop and announced his arrival and as he had been enjoined,

72

After spending eight days at Canterbury
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apologized in his name for the suspension of the

bish~ps,

that

it had all been carried out with the permission of his father,
the king.

He added that the Archbishop was making preparations

to come to him shortly as to his lord.

But that youthful king

seemed to pay little heed to the messenger and message.

This,

he did, as we definitely heard, not voluntarily, but because
he dared not act contrary to the law laid down by his royal
~

father nor contrary to his princely guardians to whom the king
had intrusted his son and who held the father in greater esteem
than they did his son.

Our messenger was received kindly nei-

ther by these nor those in court because they dared not act
otherwise in view of the king, his father.
Our messenger, therefore, returned to us after a short
while inasmuch as he was not hospitably received by the young
king, as I mentioned.

He brought back no answer, but on his

arrival at the curia he gave a report on the contemptuous attitude of the royal court, the grim visages, and the supercilious reception.

The Archbishop, however, as only a firm charac-

ter would, prepared himself for the journey with the intention
he had in the first place of seeing the young king, his fosterpupil, whom he had not yet seen, and thereafter make a circuit
of his province, from which he had been away for such a long
time.

He was very anxious to go everywhere that he might pluck

up and root out whatever during his absence grew up crooked and
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disorderly in the Lord's garden.73

And so, after a few days,7 4

we set out from Canterbury and came to London attended by a
vast escort.

There were some armed retainers with us since,
as it was said, "the proud have hidden a net for us" 7 5 by the

ways ide.

When we approached, the wh'ole city 76 was filled with

joy and some citizens poured out to meet the Archbishop, greeting him with great joy and exultation.
a.

The next day, as we were preparing to start out, the young
king's messengers 77 came in the morning with orders from the
king prohibiting the Archbishop to move about the realm and ordering him to return to his Cathedral.

Let no one, however,

think that this was an order issued by the young king but rather a scheme contrived by the court attendants under whose protection he was.

In this way, they thought they were doing a

service to the king's father. The Archbishop answered as if
in a fervent spirit, 78 that he would go back at no man's bid:
ding except that the solemn feast of Christmas urged his return
because he did not wish to be absent from his Cathedral.

And

so, instead of proceeding, he returned to Canterbury.
When, therefore, his enemies heard that he was not coming

73
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Matthew 13.24-30, 36-43
The Archbishop set out for London a week after his return
from the Continent.
Psalms 139.6
Southwark
They were: Jocelin of Lauvain, younger brother of Adeliza,
Queen of Henry I, with a knight called Thomas of Turnebuke.
Romans 12.11
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on, they lifted up their head79 and even threatened h~s life.
That so called brood of vipers, 80 of the family of Broc, was
particularly unremitting in his base and ignominious attacks.
Among them there was one, Robert de Broc by name, who was said
to be a cleric.

Out of hatred and C·E>ntempt for the Archbishop,

he mutilated a certain pack animal, he happened to meet, which
was carrying our supplies for the kitchen.
a.

mal was brought before the Archbishop.

This mutilated ani-

That despicable family

annoyed us with these and like insulting actions, since it believed that it was, by these abuses and injuries, doing the
king's father a favor, who made peace with us.
What more?

Indeed, our exile was a happy one, but the

peace that followed more unhappy since "in peace is our bitterness most bitter ... 81 What was the champion of Christ to do?
Where was he to go?

Where to turn?

To yield was cowardly, to
11
Bees surrounded him, " 82 n fat bulls have'

fight meant danger.
besieged him,n 8 3 and the ocean enclosed him "in the heart of
the sea.n 84 To tell the truth, that brave champion of the Lord
felt himself a goat in the Lora's fold and thought not of
flight but of fight, for he knew that he would contend not with
human beings but with beasts since his sheep had turned into
wolves. 8 5
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9. The Archbishop's Activit!

~Christmas

Day

On Christmas Day, which, unless I am mistaken, was about
the twenty-seventh day after our arrival in England, the Archbishop mounted the pulpit and preached a sermon to the people.
As he drew toward the end he predict'ed that the "time of his
dissolution was at hand" 86 and in a little while he would pass
from them. 87

While he was speaking about his departure, tears
~

rather than words burst from him.

So too, the sorrowing hearts

of his hearers were moved beyond measure.

You could observe

and hear throughout the church wailing and weeping and a subdued expression, 88 "Father, why do you leave us so soon, and
to whom do you leave us in our great sorrow?u

For these were

not wolves but sheep who recognized the voice of their shepherd,89 and grieved when they heard that he would leave this
world so soon, knowing neither the time nor the place nor the

..

manner of his going.

Finally, after the long sermon to his

people on edification and on his departure was finished, without any sorrow or tears, but so that he could be heard and seen,
he put aside his tears and sorrow and in a manner bold and indignant, he strongly and boldly attacked the headstrong and
riff-raff element by name and not in uncertain terms.
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John 16.5 ff.
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No long-
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er did he seem to be the quiet man on the side of thoee who
hated peace, 90 but he buried his sword in the midst of his enemies.

With confidence and boldness he turned against them and

hurled his anathemas against most of the courtiers who were
more intimate with the older king.

JUs main attack in the ardor of spirit was against that exasperating household91 which
we mentioned above. And among others, 92 he hurled his anathema

•

on Randulf de Broc,9 3 previously mentioned, and that Robert94
who in contempt of the Archbishop (as stated above) had mutilated the pack animal.
If you had seen this you would have said that you heard
and saw face to face that beast of the prophet's vision, with
the ttface of a lion and the .face of a man."95

After this, for

the rest of the day, the Archbishop showed himself very devout
at the Lord's Table and later at the worldly table naturally
cheerful and happy as was his wont.

Since it was a Friday and

the Feast of the Nativity, he partook of meat as on any other
day showing that on such a festival it was more religious to
eat than to abstain.
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10.

~

Withdrawal of the Disciple from Him

•

At the present time he was constantly but secretly being
told by certain courtiers and other secret friends of his that
hiS death was being definitely plotted.

This information came

to him from many friends interested 1n his welfare who advised
him to be on his guard and prevent the plots.

The Archbishop,

aware of the fact that the land was turned against him and that
~

loyalty was evidently on the wane and believing from many secret whispering of his friends and household, as we have already
seen, that the snares of death 96 were now prepared by the mesoengers, on the day after the feast of the Birth of Our Lord,
the feast or St. Stephen, the first martyr, called apart the
disciple Who wrote these things, saying, "I have arranged to
send you97 to our lord the King of France and to our venerable
brother, the Archbishop of Sens and to other princes to tell

.

them what you have seen and heard or this peace--how we have
'peace peace, and there is no peace•98 but rather trouble."99
The disciple, unable to restrain his tears, said to him, "Holy
father, why have you made this decision?

Why do you act thus?

Forsooth, I know well that I shall not see you again in this
flesh.
96
97
98
99

Personally, I determined to stand by you loyally; it

2 Kings 22.6
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seems to me, you are trying to deprive me, who have up to the
present continued with you in your temptations, 100 of the fruit
of your death; I shall not be, as I now see, a partaker of your
glory, as I have b een a partaker of your pa 1n. nlOl

Then the

Archbishop with a burst of tears saf.O., "Not so, my son, not so;
you who fulfil the command of your father and follow his counsel will not be deprived of the fruit.

Nevertheless, what you

say so bitterly is true, indeed, that from this time on you
shall no more see me in the flesh; nevertheless, I want you
leave because the king suspects you more than the others as
loyal in the cause of the Church."
And so, on the third day after Christmas, that is, the
feast of St. John the Evangelist, in the darkness of the night,
because we feared ambush, with much crying and many tears, after repeatedly receiving his commission and benediction, I departed from my father, whom, as he himself foretold, I never
again saw nor.shall see in the flesh.

Before I end my story

I pray with my whole heart, with all my soul and all my strengt
that I may be worthy to see in eternity him whom I shall not
see again in time, and that I may be a sharer of his crown as
I was his companion in the strife.
So far, with honesty and consistency, I have related for

100
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the present and future generations the life of such aft eminent
figure of the Church in a short historical narrative.

These

data I have not gathered from hearsay but they are facts I have
witnessed and heard myself.

Indeed, though from this time on

I myself have not been a witness to these facts, nevertheless,
in order to complete this narrative, I include the testimony
of others.

Now my fingers are becoming stiff and the pen runs

along more slowly and uncertainly.

•

I continue in a halting way

since the incidents which I relate with uncertainty, I have not
personally witnessed nor heard, but I depend rather on the testimony of others.

But we must put unfailing faith in the many

and holy men who have been actual witnesses and from whom we
have received these data, lest, perhaps, the Lord reproach us
for our lack of faith, just as

11

he upbraided them with their

incredulity and hardness of heart who did not believe those
who had seen him after he was risen again from the dead."

102 ..

11. Renewal of the King's Wrath and the Arrival

of

~

Executioners

I shall now return to that point, as I promised, where I
interrupted this narrative.

The king (as we said) was thrown

into one of his paroxysms of fury to be an object of derision
in all ages to come by the three excommunicated bishops who instigated him.

102
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He was "like an oven heated by the bakers" 103
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to such an extent that he was unable to restrain his fiery anger and complained of the Archbishop as if he were an enemy.
He did this openly in the presence of all and especially of his
royal court, whom he supported and on whom he had conferred
honors and numerous benefits.

Time and again, in his anger he

broke into language that was fatal.

He cursed all those whom

he provided with sustenance, who had firmly stood by him,

•

prompted by their friendly relations with him, and for equally
dividing his possessions among them, because they would not
take vengeance on this single priest who set him and the kingdom into such confusion and he planned to discharge and disinherit his dignitaries.

When four knights who heard him in his

anger as he renewed his threats against his royal gentlemen of
the bed-chamber, thinking they would give the king proof of
their loyalty, conceived the plan of killing the Archbishop.
~

Thereupon, they made plans for the death of the Archbishop.

I

have taken care to insert here in this history the names of
these men that they might be in everlasting curse, 104 namely,
Hugh de Moreville, Reginald Fitz-Urse, William de Tracy, and
the fourth, Richard Brito.

And though these were knights of

the royal court, the king's gentlemen of the bed-chamber, and
a bad lot, they were definitely men of noble birth, distinguishe
in honors and esteemed among the more eminent.

104

Josue 9.23

The four de-
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parted for England immediately after swearing to carry out thei
conspiracy.
On the departure of these four, this strange coincidence,
or rather miracle, happened.

Though it was winter, a time of

fogs and changes of the sea, with dffferent harbors open, they
did not all together enter the same port but at different places, yet all arrived on the same day or rather almost at the

•

same hour of the same day and met at the place they had determined, namely, the Castle of Saltwood, which we have mentioned
above.

It was six miles from Canterbury.

According to the

treaty with the Church of Canterbury, the king (as we stated
above) had promised to restore this to the Archbishop.

Thus

it happened that the Lord " whom the winds and the sea obey," 10
hastened, as is evident, the sacrifice of his own priest, rather him who was his priest, for a victim pleasing to Him.

In

that castle throughout the night they concocted the scheme for
the murder of the Archbishop.

On the next morning, .the fourth

day after the Nativity of Our Lord, namely, the Feast of the
106
Holy Innocents,
they arrived at Canterbury with their ac-
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fixes the date of his death to 1170 not 1171.
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complices.

They carried nothing with themselves exce't mili-

tary arms and an unrestrained madness. Others came "with
swords and clubs" 107 although all these were still concealed
lest, perchance, the anointed of the Lord 108 should escape and
hide from them.

He, however, as we mentioned above, and as

the end of the history will soon attest, thought more of fight
than of flight.
And, first of all, the four mentioned knights 109 approache
the Archbishop who was sitting in his room about the time of
Vespers.

Without offering him any salutation either in their

name or the k1ng's name, they (from whom salvation was far off,
indeed, and death and perdition nigh) attacked him in an outrageous way asking that he absolve the suspended and excommunicated bishops of the king.

Then he calmly answered that

he could neither free nor ought he to free by his own authority those who were bound by the authority of our lord the pope.
They departed from him immediately in a raging spirit and gnashing their teeth at him.

And without any loss of time, they

collected a company near the garden, clothing themselves in
their devilish armor.
Since the narrative now takes on a loftier tone, hereafter
I am compelled to change my style so that the glory of a hero's

107
108
109

Matthew 26.47
1 Kings 24.7
These were: Reginald Fitz-Urse, William de Tracy, Hugh de
Moreville and Richard Brito, followed by one attendant,
Randulf an archer.
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consummation, which was imminent, might be related not in
toilsome words but in certain rosy threads, as it were, melting into golden figures of syllables and in a certain exquisite
loftiness of diction.

For, I must speak not with the tongues
of men, but rather of angels 110 and henceforth, I must describe
the supernatural deeds of a hero.

110

1 Corinthians 13.1
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Chapters or the Sixth Volume

---

1. The knights collect in an armed cohort and pour into the
palace; the Champion of Christ enters the church; the words
of the executioners.
2. The meeting of the Champion of Christ with the executioners;
the point he drives home in speaking to them.
3. The disciple, who wrote these things, gives his reason for
his moroseness in describing the 'contest of so mighty a
Champion.
4. The martyrdom and how it was carried out; a mention of a
certain cleric who thrust his arm between the on-coming
sword and the head of the Champion.
5.· The Champion's powerful invective•under threat of anathema
lest the executioners harm any of his people; the great and
glorious announcement of his martyrdom.
6. The disciple again offers excuses for his prolixity in describing the martyrdom.
7. The disciple's reason for willingly approaching the description of the final end of the martyrdom, even though against
his will.
8. The final moments of Becket; the number or soldiers who took
part in the execution.
9. Becket's wonderful virtue of patience and the unprecedented
barbarism of the crime.
10. The spoils and ~arments of the priest divided among the soldiers; the hero s hair-shirts found and cast aside; some
strike their breasts silently repeating to one another, "Indeed, this was a just man. "1
11. Within fifteen days from his death, the martyrdom is knoWQ
throughout the Holy Land of Jerusalem; how the news is made
known.
12. A brief treatment on the harmony between the death of Our
Lord2 and that of the anointed of the Lord3; the assurance
that this harmony will be treated more fully and with more
attention at the end of this historical treatise.
13. The author takes up happenings after the martyrdom.
14. The appearance and preservation of the dead body after the
martyrdom.
15. What took place on the day following the martyrdom while
the body was still not entombed; how the monks in order to
wash his body, as was the custom, took off his garments and
found his whole body covered with hair-shirts; facts about
the tomb, the manner and place of burial, and the year of
his age reckoned from the Incarnation of Our Lord.
1
2
3

Luke 23.47
Matthew 27 ff.;
1 Kings 24.7

Mark 15 ff.;

Luke 23 ff.;

John 19 ff.
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Volume Six
1. After the knights had collected in an armed cohort
"with swords and clubs,n 4 they began to pour through the windows of the palace since some in the household had, in fear,
closed the entrances.

As those who 'sat in the chamber with

the Archbishop heard the uproar and crashing outside, they were
not unreasonably terrified because they knew by that time what

•

it all meant and advised the Archbishop to betake himself to
the church.

It was a more sacred and secure place.

again he refused in his fearlessness of death.

Again and

Finally, with

difficulty, they constrained him to go to the church.

Even in

this moment of peril, the grace of his countenance remained
absolutely unchanged; neither in his features nor in any movement was there the slightest trace of alarm.

After he had gone

a little way and failed to see the cross which was always carried before him, he had the cross-bearerS summoned, and halt;d,
waiting for the cross to precede him.

He was, unless I am mistaken, mindful of his Lord who with His Cross, 6 hastened to
the cross.
When he had entered the church, all his attendants immediately fled in fear.

They fled on all sides.

They hid them

selves from him under the altars throughout the crypts of the

4 Matthew 26.47
5

6

Henry of Auxerre took his place as cross-bearer in the stead
of absent Llewellyn. Cf. p. 32, n. 97.
Matthew 27.31 ff.
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church.

Thus, this member of the Head could

exclaim~nd

cry

out to the Head, "I am poured out like water; and all my bones
are scattered;u7 and, "Friend and neighbor thou hast put far
from me: and my acquaintance, because of misery. " 8 He was abou
to tread the wine-press alone,9 so that in that crucial moment,
the glory would be his alone and not another's.

For had anothe

participated in the glory, his would be lessened.

•

Thus in God'

providence everything was directed to the glory of his Champion
until he passed away.
When he had entered the church, one of his attendants
closed the church doors and barred them.

Those murderous

knights with their cohort, with arms, and "swords and clubs," 10
followed hard on the heels of the Archbishop.

By this time

they came up to the church doors and with terrible noise and
loud shouts they demanded that the doors be opened for them at
once.

Because there was a short delay, they were on the point

of battering in the doors with certain iron implements and
forcing their way through. When the future victim of Christ,
the anointed of the Lord11 heard the din and shouting near the
folding doors of the church, he gave orders that they should
be immediately opened and added that it was by no means fitting

7
8

Psalms 21.15
Psalms 87.19
9 Isaias 63.3
10 Matthew 26.47
11 1 Kings 24.7
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that a church should be turned into a castle.

After the fold-

ing doors had been opened, the murderers rushed in and one
shouted, "Where is that seducer?" 12 The anointed of the Lord 13
said nothing.

When a second asked, "Where is the Archbishop?"
The anointed of the Lord answered, tr'I am he. 14 What do you
want?"

In lowered voice the second exclaimed, "That you should

die and not live." and the Archbishop said, "I am ready to lay
~

down my life for my God and for the liberty of the Church."
2. The

!he Champion of the Lord
Wonderful to relate, this brave contestant 1 5 of the games
Meeting~

of God, singularly great and greatly singular, had mounted
seven or eight steps leading to the church choir, Which is ascended by stairs, before the cut-throats entered the church.
When he saw the drawn swords he hastened to meet them.

He ·

could not be restrained by the very messenger of his own bit•
ter death, nor the death challenge, nor the sword drawn out
for his death.

What is greater wonder and admiration, he re-

proved the gladiators with full authority for entering his
Cathedral in such a disordered and profane way.

He grabbed

the one who had first come up close to him with his hand by
his hauberk and pushed him off with a force that almost threw

12
13
14
15

Matthew 27.63
1 Kings 24.7
John 18.6; Mark 14.62
,
)
The agonothe~ae ( (-).rw'loGertJal
were superintendents of public games or persons who in the Grecian games decided the
disputes and awarded prizes.
/
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him to the pavement.

This was William de Tracy 16 as Qe himself

afterwards confessed.
Oh, how worthy of admiration is that ardent love of the
priest so fervently zealous for the house of the Lord. 17 Alone
and unarmed and with such a mad armed horde crying for his
death, he faced them with such boldness and assurance, with
such ready action and undaunted
was not afraid to cast them out

spirit~

•
from the

Like his Savior, he
temple of the Savior. 1

In this respect, (I say) he imitated his Savior and Master with
the exception that the soldier of the H1ghest Commander-inChief, fearful of nothing (as it seemed) and alarmed by nothing
made an attempt here to cast out not money changers and them
who sold doves but the gladiators themselves, who were now so
wildly raging for his death.

In this situation and critical

moment, we must admire his bold meeting, his reproof and, above
~

all, his attempt to drive out those who were set on his death.
In no way did he fear to add to their anger.

He did not ask

for mercy nor cry for pardon, nor did he seek any delay.

Burn-

ing with a priestly zeal, with love for justice, he provoked
the wrath of the avengers more than appeased it.
16

17
18

0 strength

This was the murderer of Thomas Becket who belonged to a
family which in the twelfth century held considerable property in Devonshire and Gloucestershire. Within four years
of the murder he was Judiciary of Normandy; he was present
at Falais in 1174, when William, King of Scotland, did homage to Henry II, and in 1176 was succeeded in his office
by the Bishop of Winchester. This is the last authentic
notice of him.
Psalms 68.10
Matthew 21.12 ff.
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of a daring Champion, 0 heroic courage, 0 constancy
tyr, 0 purity of

heart~

o~

the mar-

Clothed with authority, he stands amid

his executioners, a priest and victim.

And as a priest among

them, he fUlfils his priestly duties, in no way wheedling his
executioners, nor debasing himself but, (as we have said) with
all the authority that was his, censuring and reproving them.
Behold our Samson 19 fearless in meeting them: behold our

•

Pau1 20 ready in reproving them; behold the anointed of the
21
Lord
courageous in driving them out. His bone which was made
in secret was now not hidden, though his substance is in the
lower parts of the earth. 22 But why do I say that his substanc
is in the lower parts of the earth?

The substance of his flesh

is rather in the higher parts of the heavens.

It is not of the

body but rather transformed into heaven by a certain wondrous
change.

What flesh does not fear death?

dread the sword drawn over it?

What flesh does not

pises the swordsman prepared for its slaughter?
man, 0 flesh not

flesh~

..

What flesh disregards and des0 man, not

0 flesh of Adam, 0 flesh of Thomas!

Thomas was stronger amid the swordsmen "on a dunghill," 2 3 than
24
Adam was among the fruit trees in Paradise:
Over and above

19 Judges 13-16
20 Acts 17.22 ff.
21 1 Kings 24.7
22 Psalms 138.15
23 Job 2.8
24 Genesis 2.7 ff.
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the

spoils of death that must be discarded, he had put

ce~tain

off what of old he had

the fi~st Adam; his
whole strength came from the Second Adam. 2 5 0 Adam and Adam!
o sons of the first Adam; 26 0 sons of the Second Adam~ 27 who
cont~acted f~om

after the first fatal birth of the

f'i~st

Adam now "are born
not of blood nor of the will of the flesh," 28 but for the second time

f~om

sons, they

the Second Adam.

~eceived

Whence, as

.

from this second

weak vices of the flesh but, they
~ecelved

the

gifts of

perseve~ance,

p~iceless

we~e

and noble

not the base and

spi~itually ~eborn

and

gifts of the Holy Spirit deriving the
fortitude, and the other virtues of the

soul bestowed f~om this fathe~. 2 9
swords, they do not yield to the
tempt.

pa~ent

wo~thy

Though they be slain with
swo~ds,

but hold them in con-

About these we say, "They can be killed but they can-

not be swayed."

Rather as

conquero~s ove~

killed are the death of death.

death, they who are

To use an example, "O death,

..

whe~e is thy sting?

where is thy victo~y?"3°

Adam in his
dunghill. 31

are today overcome by Thomas on your own

Pa~adise

You who conquere

You who have p~essed down Adam in his armo~, Thom-

as today, putting off your spoils, has overwhelmed you in your
own might.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Covered with the spoils of victory even today he

i.e. Christ
Genesis 4.1 ff.
1 Corinthians 15.22
John 1.13
1 Corinthians 15.45
1 Corinthians 15.55
Job 2.8
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does not hesitate to reProve and insult you.

0, if

~only

knew

but I do not know, what secret bone the Lord makes,3 2 and by
this internal support strengthens his faithful ones.

In time

of peace this bone is hidden; so is also this source of strengt
hidden; but it does not remain hidden when the time of real
trial comes on.

Would that I too had tasted of this hidden bon

as of a strong food.

Willingly would I vomit it forth upon

•

others, but because I have not tasted it, I know I am not yet
the watchdog of the Lord. 33 But since he tasted of this bone,
even fully sated with it like a true watchdog of the Lord,34
our own Thomas vomits it and shows it to us, not hiding, not
concealing this bone.

Even as that brave king and prophet says,

"My bone is not hidden from thee, which thou hast made in secret.1135

Similarly, too, the bone of our Thomas made in secret

is now no longer hidden. He is now, not flesh of flesh, but
bone of bones, 36 the sturdiest of the sturdy in the army of the
Lord of Hosts. 37 He who once fled with the Child Jesus returns
with Him grown up, he leaves and presently manifests himself.
As we have already stated and we are not ashamed to refer to
the praise of our bony Champion, he thrust himself in the midst
of swords as if entirely made of bone, fearless of the blows
of the swords, even despising them.

Psalms 138.15
Matthew 15.21 ff.
Matthew 15.21
Psalms 138.15
Genesis 2.23

His bone, secret up to now,
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is no longer kept hidden within the confines of life

~nd

death.

He was fully aware and particularly mindful at the time that
hiS passing death, the death of the flesh is a short death, a
death of death and the gateway to life.
the details and embracing the
come to a close.

genera~

Without mentioning all

idea briefly, I shall

As those who saw reported, so great was Beck-

et's contempt for death and composure in the fray, that while

•

still engaged in battle he already assumes the semblance of the
victor and though conquering, he still seemed to continue in
the fight.
3. The Disciple's Excuse for being too Prolix
in

Describin~

the Contest

Let no one be surprised and no one take umbrage if I seem
too prolix in describing the single combat of our David.3S
Surely worthy of our admiration is that single combat fought*
of old without arms between the small son of Jesse 39 and Goliath.

But this contest of a new man, of the new law, and of a

new son of the King is incomparably more wonderful.

Of his own

accord, without reluctance, and unaccompanied, he proceeded to
his agony alone and unarmed in the ardor and unspeakable valor
of his soul.

38
39

He was unmindful of the flesh and, (as could be

1 Kings 17.38 ff.
1 Kings 17.12; Jesse is another name for Isai.
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noted) heedless of being a descendant of the sons of Adam.
Anxious for death, he thrust himself fearlessly into the midst
of swords and, as could be expected of such a champion he laid
Goliath low, not
40
word,
not with
42
tongue.
And it
it; 4 3 and it was
ears.

with a sword of iron but with the sword of the
.,
41
the stone of the sling,
but with that of the
was a sword in his lips when someone heard
the most remarkable thing that fell on the

•

Let no one, therefore, blame me.

Let no one who reads

grow weary if I seem too prolix in describing a struggle so
outstanding and unheard of.

It is a spectacle to the world,.44

a model to the Church and joy to the angels.

Let no one cast

any insults, nor lower his estimate of me, if contrary to the
rule of correct writing, I reflect time and again upon the same
fact and continually repeat myself and if I do not proceed immediately "into the story's midsttt 4 5 according to the rule of
the poet.

Just as the feelings of the mind are different so

also do words which express them vary, so that sweet tones connote love; frightful tones, fear; pleasant ones, joy; and, sorrowing ones, grief and suffering.

40
41
42
43
44
45

Ephesians 6.17
Zacharias 9.15
Ecclesiasticus 28.21-24
Psalms 58.8
1 Corinthians 4.9
Horace, De Arte Poetica 148

These are repeated time afte
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time not in harmony with the rules of rhetoric but af£er the
manner of those who grieve.

In no way has the law of writing

been laid down for one who grieves.

It is not surprising,

therefore, if they who labor under pain and grief in writing
do not observe the rule of

rhetoric~'

Just as a harmonious styl

is not consonant with grief, so there is absolutely no congruity between writing and grieving.

Though I share his joys with
a.

him, it is impossible for me not to grieve and suffer with my
lord whom I have followed in my youth and to whom I have ministered "in the bands of the Gospel, •• 46 with whom, the Lord knows
I have persevered and whom I have attended as best I could.
Even though I may not have always followed him in prudence, I
have done so faithfully.

Though (I say) I rejoice with him in

his agony because of his manliness, still I cannot fail to feel
compassion nor suffer with him as he encounters opposition and

..

presently exposes his head and body to the swords of the uncircumcised and unclean executioners. 47 Truly, I do not suffer with him, but rather suffer alone.
seem to have suffered.

He, in fact, did not

Therefore, in writing I suffer alone

and in suffering I write alone.

This burden and task of writ-

ing oppresses me in a particular and special way.

Fifteen

years have passed since the events now written took place.

46
47

Philemon 13
Judges 15.18
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Almost all my brethren, who heard and saw these incidents with
me have suffled off their mortal coil and are now asleep in
Chr1st. 48 They passed away while I am still put to the test
and forsaken amidst fires and waves. 49 I have particularly
preserved this work and theirs.

I ain still alive and relate

the deeds of such an illustrious man, my lord and pup11,5° whic
I have heard and witnessed, lest if I were silent I might reproach myself for my ignorance, or indolence, or diffidence,
or envy, and my silence charge me with that prophetical statement, "Woe is me because I have held my peace.n5l

However,

since it is a pleasant thought to recall the contest waged by
the father, I approach the end reluctantly.

For while I still

describe him in his contest, may the pleasing gift of style
picture the man as eye to eye witness and even this is little,
indeed. After he had mounted his fiery char1ot5 2 in triumph,
the disciple forsaken and without the master's garment might
seek his master but knows not where.

He knows not whence he

comes or whither he goes.

The first Elias53 was borne aloft
to heaven, the second descended into hell;5 4 but when this
third one will be carried off, he will speedily fly "upon the

48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Cf. Becket Materials 3.156
Exodus 14.27
Herbert Bosham was Becket's teacher in Scripture.
Isaias 6.5
4 Kings 2.11
4 Kings 2.11
Symbolum Apostolicum Secundum Ordinem Romanum, Cf. Henricus
Denzine.er, Enchir1d1on Symbolorum, {Herder Co., 1932. Pp.
658)' 116 p. 5.
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wings of the winds"55 and fly away from us.

He will lly away,

I say, into a far off country, strange to us since we are still
wandering.

He will fly away, I say, into a place "that the eye

hath not seen, nor the ear heard, neither hath it entered into
the heart of man.u56 It is not surprising if I am unwillingly
torn away from my father in his trial and from my teacher; and
yet, I must be separated from him since he is now being torn
~

away from me.

For completely undone and shaken in soul I must

say, "the end is come, the end is come.n57

There is no reason

to delay further the account of the short but valiant struggle,
the speedy but glorious victory and the "never fading crown
of glory"5 8 of the champion celebrating his triumph.
4. The Martyrdom and Manner of Martyrdom
And thus, as we touched upon briefly, as soon as this bony 9
champion of Christ seized one of the murderous knights whose*
name we have mentioned above, {as we said above) and shook him
off with such might, the man lifted his sword on high, and with
might heightened by anger he powerfully aimed a blow on the
head of the Anointed of the Lord. 60 But he did not yet receive
the full force of the blow, for a certain cleric who had lately

55
56
57
58
59

60

Psalms 17.11
1 Corinthians 2.9
Ezechiel 7.2
1 Peter 5.4
Herbert here likens St. Thomas to Samson conquering with
the jaw-bone of an ass. cr. Judges 15.19
1 Kings 24.7
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come to see the Archbishop and who had followed him c~se at
hand to see the end, 61 stuck out his arm between the descending sword and the Archbishop's head.

By exposing his arm of

flesh to danger so as to make of his own body a shield fitted
to protect the Archbishop's life, he''secured for himself the
assurance of salvation.

In this respect, he was like the young
man who left his linen cloth62 because he had followed the
Lord.

•

And yet he was very unlike him in this respect that he

did not take to flight, but with even greater courage, confidence and boldness exposed himself.

He was the first to par-

ticipate in the first-fruits of the coming sacrifice.

That

his memory might be held in benediction, 63 I here insert his
name. His own proper name was Edward, his surname, Grim. 64 He
was born in that town in England called Cambridge.

This cleric

grievously hit, began to sustain the brunt of the blow, but on
~

feeling himself struck and unable to bear its full weight, he
immediately drew back his arm and the rest of the blow was received on the Archbishop's head.

By this time his holy blood

began to trickle down over his face.

When the priest of the

Most High 6 5 noticed this, he offered himself in complete sac-

61
62
63

64

65

A contrast between Grim and Peter (Matthew 26.58) who "followed him afar off ••• to see the end."
Mark 14.51-52
Ecclesiasticus 45.1
A secular clerk of Cambridge who wrote a biography of
Thomas Becket which he completed sometime after 1175 and
before 1176. Of the thirty narrators he is one of the four
who claims to be an eye-witness.
Genesis 14.18
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rifice to the Most High, in a sacrifice which had

com~enced.

Straightway, he cast away the cap which he had been accustomed
to wear on his head, raised his eyes up to heaven, bent his
knee, and in the manner of one praying, with hands folded, the
priest offered himself up as a living sacrifice to God in the
temple and before the altar; a living victim, holy, spotless
and pleasing to God.

He bent his neck, exposed his head, com-

•

mending himself and the cause of the Church to God and to Mary,
the Blessed Mother of God, and the Patron Saints of the Church
of Canterbury66 and to St. Denis, 67 the Apostle of the French,
that to him especially, among all the martyrs, under the insplration of God, the cause of the Church might be entrusted. For
in his martyrdom he was likened to him 68 in his suffering who
was decapitated. 6 9 After being thus exposed, he commended to
his Patrons the cause of the Church which he had pleaded, and
he prayed for his flock.

s.
But

The Powerful Invective of

why do I say

11

prayed"?

~

Champion

Though, he was beginning to

welter in his own blood, hemmed in as he was by a crowd of cut-

66
67
68
69

One of them perhaps was St. Elphege.
The first Bishop of Paris, martyred in 270.
i.e. Denis
Decalvare means to "make bald." Apparently Herbert uses
it hereto mean "being scalped," or "having a part of the
skull sliced off." But11 the legend says that St. Denis was
beheaded, and that he carried his head afte!: death."

throats, yet he continued to exercise over his

execut~ners

the power of his priestly office with the authority of Almighty God, and under penalty of anathema he strictly enjoined them
from laying their hands on any one of his people or inflicting
injury on any one of them.

In fact, ''if I am not mistaken, in

his suffering he was mindful of the words of his Lord, uif you
seek me, let these go their way;" 70 except that this was not
~

so much a prayer as an imperative command for, indeed, he did
not so much ask them to spare as anathemize them if they did
not spare them.
And what a wonder to relate and hear.
about this more admirable deed?

Who can let it go unrecounted?

except he be envious and ignorant of it?
word in silence?
great priest?

Who can keep silenc

Who can pass over the

Who can keep secret the praise due such a

Blood is now flowing from the stricken man and

..

though he is beset by throngs of cut-throats, the authority of
his priestly office in no wise gives way.

Not as a coward, full

of fear, does he lay aside his sword in the fray, but rather
does he draw it boldly and manfully. Behold, two swords are
contesting here:7 1 a sword of the word72 amidst swords of steel.
In this crucial moment, in this hour of darkness this champion

70 John 18.8
71 Luke 22.38
72 Ephesians 6.17
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of ours promptly and confidently draws this sword of Reter73
a,nd with it he defends his flock as it behooved the priest.
He could have defended himself and his followers with the sword
of steel except that he had read of Peter in the Pae:sion of
Our Lord who was rebuked by Our Lord'because he had drawn the
1

sword of steel in his defense and cut off the servant's ear.
When the ear was restored to the shame of the one who cut it
off, he was ordered to put up his sword into the sca.bbard. 7 4
-

I

OUr Lord used neither of the two swords in His Passion; not
the sword of steel, showing thus to His Church that it is inexpedient for the clergy who should bring it into play as a
prayer and precept not in their own hand but in the hands of
another when so it sees it useful.

Nor even did He have re-

course to the sword of the word though He Himself was the
Word. 75 By that very example He made it clear to the Church
that they who are outside the fold should least of all be
judged by the Church.

Like his Master, the disciple of the

Supreme Master says, "What have I to do to judge them that are
without? Do not you judge them that are within? 11 7 6 Thus,
our Thomas in this agony was more informed than Peter was at
that time, and yet, he was taught through Peter by th.e Lord
and instructed by that master and gladiator, the teaeher of

73
74
75
76

John 18.10
John 18.11; Matthew 26.52
John 1.14
1 Corinthians 5.12
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nations that the weapons of the priests are not

earn~

but

spiritual77 and that they who are within the fold not they who
are without should be judged by the priests for God.

He des-

pises the first sword and then boldly draws only that sword
which belongs to Peter and to himseif as the successor of Peter
over that profance cohort which was within the house in name on
ly, not in spirit, not in merit, but in number only.
a.

And in a

remarkable and surprising way he defends not himself but only
his own people as he exposes himself for their sake, nor would
he strike back with the sword if they struck him but only if
they attacked his own.
0 holy shepherd, holy, indeed, who the

momen~

he was hit

was mindful of none other than his sheep who were presently to
be scattered!

0 glorious fount of blood and goodness, newly
sprung up in the house of David,7 8 who in the midst of the cut-

throats does not cause the fount to cease bubbling up both in
the flow of blood and the flood of goodness, so that in this
way he might be put to the test as the shepherd of the sheep79
and as the father of orphans. 80 0 unspeakable heart of goodness! 0 holocaust, fat 81 and abounding in richness! He de-

77
78
79
80
81

2 Corinthians 10.4
Zacharias 13.1
John 10.11
Psalms 67.6
Psalms 19.4; Psalms 65.15
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fends his own, but does not defend himself, rather exposes himself defenseless as he is.

Both priest and victim, he immo-

lates himself for himself and for his own in the temple before
the altar!

Immolates himself, (I say) before God and the world
.,
82
into I know not what life giving odor of singular sweetness.

You, therefore, 0 holy father, most good shepherd, great priest
of the Most High, 8 3 most valiant cha~pion of Christ, in defending yours have shown yourself a father and a shepherd.

In im-

molating yourself for yours after the example of the Highest
Priest of all you have expressed a likeness; in exposing yourself, you have more than filled up the perfection of the Gospel: "If anyone strikes thee on one cheek, turn to him also the
other." 84 Struck on the head, you then exposed. your whole head
and body and even your whole self.
0 Thomas, what a great and unheard of dispensation of

..

divine goodness is yours by which you so gloriously showed your
character to your own people and to yourself for their sake:
When mortally wounded, you do not strike back with the sword
entrusted you in your own defense, but only in the defense of
your flock, lest in defending yourself you would seem to have
less of the spirit of the Gospel and if by avenging your own

82
83
84

Ephesians 5.2
Genesis 14.18
Matthew 5.39;

Luke 6.29
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injury or if you had no

regard for your own, you would take

on the appearance not of a shepherd but rather of a hireling.
0 evangelical perfection!

0 man evangelically

perfect~

When

in such great bitterness was there ever such an abundance of
sweetness 8 5 united with so fervent, ·so unshaken and intense a
priestly zeal, like the best wine joined to the sweetest oil? 86
In truth, "mercy and truth have met each otheru 87 in this schoo
of skill, in this contest.

•

Indeed, our Thomas in the agony of

his body, but (as it seems) in an ecstacy of mind88 even, as
it were, with his very exit from the world directly before him,
for the sake of his people, for the sake of himself, forbears
to harm.

He puts up the sword so that when he alone is exposed

his own would escape harm.

Those, I say, persevered with him
in his trials and countless temptations 89 and confided in him

wholeheartedly through the trials and adversities of his exile •
...
0 what a happy memory, what a pleasant remembrance of so great

and such a superabundance of sweetness. 90

"They shall publish

the memory of the abundance of thy sweetness. u 91

But

'

"who

will give water to my head and a fountain of tears to my eyes,
and I will weep?" 92 I shall not weep over myself who am still

85
86
87
88
89

90
91
92

Psalms 144.7
Luke 19.34
Psalms 84.11
Acts 11.5
Luke 22.28
Psalms 144.7
Psalms 144.7
Jeremias 9.1
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journeying dangerously amidst fires and waves; 93 not ever my
brethren, who once shared the burdens of the shepherd with me
and who were associates in suffering and are now taken away
from this world.

I shall weep because I cannot pour out an
abundance of such sweetness.94 I cannot even indicate in aimple way that which I received from others.
what I have not tasted?95

How could I give

As I stated above, at the will and

•

command of my lord and father, I was sent away the day before
his suffering.

I was not there.

unworthy of being present.

I

did not witness it.

I was

I, poor man, was deprived of the

privilege of witnessing in that contest that undaunted strength
that firmly rooted perseverance, that fulness and refreshing
richness of sanctity of the soul Of my father and master in his
agony by which he laid himself open to danger and endured the
struggle for his flock.
to have been

there~

to see the end."96

Oh, if it had been given me from above
...

would at least

I

11

have followed from afar

Some time afterwards, he appeared to me in

my sleep and told me in a vision that he wished that I had been
Present at the time.

said to him, "Lord, because I am a sinful man, 97 I would have perished 98 if I had been killed." "No,

93
94
95
96
97
98

I

Exodus 14.27
Psalms 144.7
Cf. p.33
Matthew 26.58; Mark 14.54; Luke 22.54
Luke 5.8
i.e. "I would have lost my soul."
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he replied,

11

you would have been baptized in my blood" 11

As

often as I recall this vision, I am completely confused and undone, and my eyes fill with tears because though I persevered
with him in all his temptations, 99 at the end I was, as it were
driven off and banished.
the death of a father.

I was a son unworthy of witnessing
0 if I had only been there, I would

narrate to others in great detail that sweetness and that fruit
~

ful plenitude of a father in agony.

I would do to greater ad-

vantage what I now give drop by drop through such a delicate
channel in a faltering and lifeless style.

6. The Disciple Excuses Himself Again
Now, perhaps, I am not consistent with what I promised
and appear too prolix in describing the contest of my father.
If so I make this impression on anyone, let him take into consideration the remarkable example of fortitude in his death-*
struggle, the constancy in his efforts of resistance, the authority with which he withstood them, the reverential attitude
in his suffering, and finally, the extraordinary composure in
each phase of the entire Christian warfare.

All these points

demand a treatment that is not careless in style.

They call

for a rather lengthy treatment, written with care and deliberation.

99

(As I have already mentioned above and I cannot repeat

Luke 22.28
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this often enough) I am reaching the end

reluctantly.~

I break

down in grief and sorrow in spite of myself in reflecting on
the end.

It is a happier and more fruitful thought for me to

see Thomas in his contest than to speak of him in his govern100
it is nonement. Though his contest was not o:f this world,
the less in this world, it is with me; and I see it.

But the

kingdom of Thomas in his victory, I do not see as it is not of

•

this world nor in this world nor under my observation.

In his

contest, Thomas continues to stand unconquered, as it were,
among us and meeting the attack with open arms. He invites us
all to battle and "teaches our hands to war." 101 Now as he
sits in full repose on his throne of peace, he does not call
us forth to battle but rather offers his protection to those
engaged in battle.

By what means he defends, or whom he pro-

tecta and in what way, we do not know, we do not see, nor do
we even learn to know and I think that we cannot know before
we see for ourselves.

What more?

Whether I want to or not,

though I am moved to sighs and tears, though I behold my father
ascending aloft with my eyes, as it were, hanging on him,-alas:
I must tear myself away from him and believe him reigning now
whom I have faithfully described in his contest on the authori-

100
101

John 17.14
Psalms 17.35
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ty of those who saw. 102 Though a Christian I shall de what
that pagan103 did while performing his sacrifice. When in the
course of his sacrifice he heard that his son was killed in
war, he immediately laid aside his crown but when he further
learned that he had conducted himself in the spirit of a true
warrior, he once more picked up the crown and replaced it on
hiS head.

But why do I delay?

Why do I hesitate?
a.

Why do I

delay in mentioning that glorious triumph of the champion of
the Lord who stood a.nd fought in the line of battle with such
nobility and might.

Why do I put off such a pleasant scene?

Why do I say "put offu? Why do I in a rather lengthy treatise
withhold 104 the hope and salvation of the people, the freedom
and glory of the clergy; why do I expatiate on the protector
of the universal Church, the father, and finally, the future
judge of the entire world?

Let faith be victorious, let emo-

tion be triumphant, let us not have compassion on him so much
in his suffering, as rejoice with him in his glorious reign.
And yet, we must necessarily sympathize and suffer with him.

102
103

104

oculata, that is, eye-witnesses since he was not there to
witness Becket's death. Cf. p. 60.
Anthol. Gr. 7.229: "Dead on his shield to Patona came
Thrasybulus, having received seven wounds from the Argives, exposing his front to them; and old Tynnichus, as
he laid his son's blood-stained body on the pyre, said,
'Let cowards weep, but I will bury thee, my son, without
a tear, thee who art both mine and Sparta's.'"
i.e. in writing
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We, I say, especially men of our rank, the clerics, I• say, who
definitely can and ought to suffer with him who endured such
hardships, such dreadful and ignominious offenses at the hands
of such scoundrels, such impious and sacriligious wretches, not
for himself but solely for the freeaom of the clergy, first
while in exile and now in his martyrdom.

7. The Disciple Unwillingly Approaches the Description
of the End of the Martyrdom
What more?

I shall open my mouth and draw my breathl05

to describe willingly step by step the end of the contest and
the death of the contestant, even if contrary to my will.

And

in describing the end where there is no end, I shall make an
end which is no end.

After celebrating the triumph of his

agony, he is now silent in his glory.

From this time forward,

he will say nothing more about his kingdom, "that eye hath

n~t

seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of
man." 106 It is subject neither to word nor pen. The very subject matter of eternity and of that splendor never failing
blunts every sound of a language that is of time and passing.
It eclipses the style and even inhibits the power of speaking.

105
106

Psalms 118.131; Translation of attraham apiritum in the
Bible: "I shall pant."
1 Corinthians 2.9
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It is a subject matter which is unheard of and unseen•and never
expressed fully in thought.

Hence, by being silent on a point

which surpasses every mode of writing and speaking I must describe the end of Becket's death which by reason of its surpassing beauty and dignity overshadows the style of my little
genius.

I am approaching this end the more happily and enthusi

astically, unmindful, however, what emotion may obviate my prog

•

ress, inasmuch as the eulogy ends not in the ending of the contest fought by the champion but which grows more and more and
unspeakably more.

For that reason, I hasten to the end with

breathless expectation because this end, though it is not the
end of all the consummation, since this is really reserved for
the consummation of the Head alone, nevertheless this shedding
of blood and end of the consummation deserve our admiration.
In this blood there lay hidden a remedy like in a rose or like
...

balsam in the bark.

There lay hidden (I say) in the blood then,

but is now manifest, namely, the safety of the people, the glory of the clerics, and lastly, the protection of the universal
Church. His never fading crown 107 which the gladiators, striking with their sword over the crown of his head and body as if
it were on an anvil, fashioned his crown for a crown.

As for

the rest, there is nothing which would make me approach the end

107

1 Peter 5.4;

2 Corinthians 3.7
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of that glorious death unwillingly. Now that I have tried my
tears and drawn my breath, 108 I shall immediately open my mouth
in concluding the history of the end of this man. May the Lord
open my lips 109 that I might at the end worthily proclaim for
the glory of God, the praise of his 'glorious neo-martyr and
that, according to that ancient dictum, in concluding, all
praise might be chanted to him.

The priceless end is blest

•

with a great tribute of praise especially since he was worthy
of praise even before his death. The wise man, 110 however,
admonishes us against praising anyone before death.

Should

it be granted from above, it would be necessary for us to continue farther the praise of that priceless end since according
to the wise man the priceless end of a man should claim for itself the privilege of a genuine praise.

Again I repeat what
I have begged above, that the Lord open my lips 111 that I might

worthily proclaim with my mouth to his glory the praise of a
glorious neo-martyr.
8. The Last Moments of Becket's Death
And thus, (as we have already mentioned above) stretching out his neck and exposing his head, like one praying, he

108
109
110
111

Psalms 118.131
Proverbs 8.6
Ecclesiasticus 11.30;
to as "sapiens."
Proverbs 8.6

Ecclesiasticus is usually referred
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112

folded his hands and bent his knees, while the lictor~

(I

can hardly relate this without an abundant fountain of tears
and frequent outbursts of sighs and sobs,) the lictors (I say)
on this side and on that, strike and strike again, strike (I
say) and strike again until they separated the crown of his
head from the head.

The Anointed one of the Lord,ll3 the Lord'

consecrated one, was immolated precisely on that spot on which
he had been anointed.

•

The sacred oil of his anointing gave way

to the sword of slaughter.

For that holy body remaining un-

touched and unharmed in other parts, suffered that unprecedente
sacrilege only in that small portion of the flesh where the
mark of_his priestly and pontifical power 114 shone forth. So,
he was bereft of the scalp and the crown, and that, too, not
by a blow from behind.

As one who even to the end had always
stretched forwards to those things that are before, 115 always

•

a defender of what was right, with body erect, he fell forward
on his face in death upon the pavement of the church.

This is

the end of Becket's consummation.

This was done by four knight
11
together with a cohort in this passion of the Lord's Anointed

112
113
114
115

i.e. the servants who preceded a Roman Consul, and whose
business it was, among other things, to execute consular
sentences of death.
1 Kings 24.7
i.e. the anointing of the crown
Philippians 3.13
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as also in the Passion of Christ Himself • 117

Hardly had. they

rushed out of the church with their impious cohort when they
wondered that he should be already dead. 118 One of the cohort
returned and drew near that he might convey definite news of
the martyr's death.

He had already 'aied.

With the point of

his sword he pierced the brain, extracted it from the holy head
and scattered it over the pavement of the church.

He was, as
•
was said, sprung from that above-mentioned brood of vipers 119
namely, Robert de Broc. 120 Lo, this Robert is another Lon-

ginus121 except that Longinus was certainly sanctified in his
act.

That pagan opened the side of Christ with his spear and
122
there came out blood;
this Christian, however, thrust his
sword into the head of the Lord's Anointed, 12 3 and extracted

the brain and scattered it on the pavement of the church exposing it as if it were vile mire or dust to be trodden under
124 I
•
f oo t •
n grea t ness of the cr i me, h e surpassed by far those
who did not break the legs of Christ 125 when they saw that he
was already dead.
116
117
118
119
120
121

122
123
124
12

1 Kings 24.7
John 19.33-34
Mark 15.44
Matthew 3.7
It was really Hugh Mauclerc who was guilty of this outrage
It is an accredited tradition that this Longinus (celebrat
ed on March 15) was the centurion who pierced the side of
Our Lord hanging on the Cross (John 19.34) and that, converted to Christianity, he retired into Cappadocia, his
native country, where he was put to death, a martyr to his
Faith in Christ.
John 19.34
1 Kings 24.7
Micheas 7.10; 2 Kings 22.43
Lamentations 1.12
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9. Becket's Patience

"o

all ye that pass by the way, attend, and see if there
had been any sorrow like to that sorrow," 126 from the very beginning of the birth of the Church or even from the beginning
of the world.
further.

I linger and hesitate.'here.

I cannot proceed

Sighs and sobs burst forth more than words.

My soul

is stricken with awe, my eyes are filled with tears, my hand

.

trembles, my pen faulters and I am still lingering along and
staggering, doubting how to speak in my mortal flesh, of the
virtue of patience and opposed to this of the great fury of
the crimecommitted among the Christians.

To the former, is

due a praise forever Which cannot adequately be expressed either orally or in writing; to the latter, everlasting desecration which, in like manner, can be expressed neither in words
nor described with the pen.
great patience.

Let me first treat of Becket's

.

In this severing of the crown from the head,

in this decoronation, in this ruthless and barbarous slashing
of the head, (a wonder to relate and scarcely believable) he
neither murmured nor complained when the top of his head with
the crown of anointing was separated from the head.

Certain

martyrs who were beheaded refrained from murmuring, a wonder,
indeed, but not so great.

126

Lamentations 1.12

But our martyr in this barbarous be-
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heading like a lamb before his shearer did not open h1s
mouth. 127 He was truly and reall~ before a shearer. For what
is this shearing of the head if not a bitter and cruel shearing of the crown, by which the skull with the anointed crown
of the head was severed from the head? Truly, he is like a
lamb before the shearer 128 and the one who strikes; in fact,
he is like a lamb not led but directing itself to the slaugh•
ter. "He was offered because it was his own will." 12 9 The Broken Sword
When these gladiators all about him struck back and forth,
hastening the death of Becket, the sword of one broke on the
top of the skull.

It breaks, indeed, and it is broken. The
sword is broken and it breaks the outer bone, 130 but the in-

terior bone, which I mentioned above, made by the Lord in secret,l3l was unbreakable.

The sword is broken but the spirit~

of Thomas is not broken.

0 bone and bone, bone of the first

Adam, bone of the Second Adam!

The bone of the first Adam is
132
bone of bones, and flesh of flesh,
but the bone of the second Adam is truly bone of bones, but not flesh of flesh. It
is rather the spirit of the Holy Ghost, 133 the virtue of cour127
128
129
130
131
132
133

Isaias 53.7
Isaias 53.7
Isaias 53.7
Cf. p. 68
Psalms 138.15
Genesis 2.23
Matthew 1.18
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age, the strength of constancy, the joy of suffering and the
death Which comes from love.

0 bone of our bony champion truly

made by the Lord, but now neither seen nor

hidden~ 134 Though

concealed by that thin and delicate veil of death, it is nonetheless stronger than iron, more durable than iron, inasmuch
as the iron broke in this contest and the bone escaped unharmed
The Arrangement of the Lacerated Body qurins the
Moment of the Martyrdom
What is more and pertains not only to his virtue but also
to his beauty, and, as it were, is a becoming glory of his martyrdom, is this that our patron by that beautiful external arrangement of his body embellished the martyrdom prepared for
him.

He deemed himself, as it were, unworthy to die for Christ

unless he died in a becoming way.

For to the very end of the

consummation and fulfillment of the oblation, he remained 1m,
movable, steady, with composure of body which corresponded to
the calm of his mind, with knees bent and hands folded (as we
said above.)

He always kept his neck outstretched and his head

exposed, that the very arrangement of his body was a prayer to
the Lord and was equally in itself an invitation for the gladiators to strike.

Against the violence of the blows of those

who fell upon him, he made no stand, interfered in no way.

134

Psalms 138.15

Not
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one of his limbs did he wl thdraw, not one dld he move- or turn
aside.

His folded hands he did not separate.

Neither this

way nor that does he incline his head or turn lt aside from
receiving the full brunt of the blows upon his head.

As we

have just stated, the very outer arrangement of his body remained so immovable, so steady and calm, that it was an open
invitation for the gladiators to strike him.

•

0 what an unusu-

al arrangement of limbs of the outer man in such a crucial
moment, itself a prayer to the Heavenly Lord and equally well
an invitation for the gladiators to strike!

Wonderful and ad-

mirable is that firm courage and courageous firmness of this
interior man, which guided the movements and limbs of the outer
man in such wise that even now, dying as he was, he fell not
on his back, 135 (as we mentioned above), but on his face, 136
and lay prostrated on the pavement of the church like one praying.

The patron of right prostrated himself with his body e-

rect.

Even at the very moment of death he adverted to a be-

coming posture of the entire outer man.

What a great, what an

unusual and wonderful manifestation of patience of the interior man in his martyrdom.

Even the very arrangement of the en-

tire outer man, so comely and well formed embellished and mani-

13 5
136

cf

• p.

66 .

Mark 14.35
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fested it.

This virtue with all its beauty will

in future ages.
I do not know.

be~dmired

It will be imitated by a few, who it will be,
This virtue rouses more admiration because

though it is during our time, it is, nonetheless, neither of
our day nor of our tepid nature when men are interested in thei
own well-being and seek only what is their own. 1 37
Enormity of the Mbrder
Indeed, the more admirable the glory in the virtue of
patience the more detestable and ignominious is the crime of
the sacrilegious murderers.

If anyone closely examine and

scrutinize this sacrilegious deed, he will find it surpassing
every wild orgy of Diocletian, 138 Nero, 139 Maximin, 140 and
141
other enemies of Christ.
It will exceed every profanity of
137
138

139

~0

2 Corinthians 12.14
Diocletian, Emperor of the Roman Empire, 284-305, was in
the beginning of his reign not unfavorable to the Catholic
Church, but later because of the influence of his son-inlaw, Galerius, and other heathens, issued decrees of violent persecutions against the Church (298-305). This
persecution was general throughout the Empire.
Nero ruled the Roman Empire from 54 to 68. The first
direct persecution against the Christians broke out in his
reign in the year 64, occasioned, perhaps, by the great
fire of Rome. Nero's Jewish courtiers probably influenced
him to throw the blame for this conflagration upon the
Christians. This persecution, it seems, did not exceed
the limits of the City of Rome. It was during Nero's persecution that Peter and Paul were martyred.
Maximin Thrax reigned in the Roman Empire from 235-238 dur
ing which time he persecuted the Christians incessantly
and with extreme severity.
Bosham might refer here to the other persecutors of the
Christians as enumerated by St. Augustine, City of God
18.52--namely, Domitian (81-96); Trajan (98-117); Marcus Aurelius (161-180); Severus (193-211); Decius (250251); Valerian (253-260); Aurelian (270-275).
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143
Antiochus, 142 every treachery of Julian,
every brutality of
Herod. 144 All of these were being justified in view of this
sacrilege.

They gave vent to their rage against the enemies

of their beliefs or against those whom they considered enemies
either at the time or in the future;·
is entirely different.

But here the situation

Entirely different, I say, if the faith

of these executioners, their duty, the peace which was offered,

•

the rank, time, and place are taken into consideration.

If

there is question of their faith, they were considered Christians; if their duty, they were subject as sons are to their
father; if the peace, it was publicly offered and the terms
written; if the rank, he was a priest, the leader of priests;
if the place, it was the Church of Our Savior, the mother churc
of the other churches in the kingdom.

Besides, the target of

that fatal sword was the very spot that was anointed.
is question of time, it was the Birth of Our Savior.

142

143

144

If there
*

Behold,

Antiochus the Illustrious, named Epiphanes, the younger
son of Antiochus the Great, who usurped the kingdom of
Egypt upon the death of Alexander the Great, to the prejudice of his nephew Demetrius, son of his elder brother
Seleucus Antipater. The profanation referred to here is
the profanation of the Temple of Jerusalem c. 175 B.C.
Cf. Machabees 1.11 ff. especially 23-25.
Julian the Apostate, Head of the Roman Empire from 361363, who during his early life, while imperial uncle Constantius lived, carefully disguised his enthusiasm for
paganism and assumed the exterior behavior of a zealous
Christian. But upon the death of Constantius, Julian open
ly espoused the cause of paganism.
King Herod I, who brought about the slaughter of the Innocents. Matthew 2.16 ff.

how many titles, noble and new and unheard of to the

~resent

day, titles of our new martyr enhancing the triumph of that
precious and glorious martyrdom, and by contrast, in their
very accumulation polluting the crime of this sacrilege.

For

these criminals totally unmindful or· their position and of the
peace treaty made, did not take into account the prerogative
of that high rank, the sacred place and that solemn season,
and were incomparably more cruel than those who crucified Chris
outside of Jerusalem in a place called Calvary, 14 5 lest the
place be defiled by it.

These wretches caring naught whether

the place be defiled or purified or even sanctified beheaded
146
the Anointed of the Lord
in the very Jerusalem making the
place of Calvary out of the holy city and out of the church of
Our Savior and mother church of all the land.

They were more

bloody inasmuch as they beheaded the bridegroom of their own
mother and spouse and their own father in the very womb of
their mother. 147 If these and similar things are weighed and
balanced who has ever heard or seen anything like it?

Pass

over and see, send and consider diligently if there has been
done anything like this. 148 Who has ever heard? ~~o has ever
seen?

145
146
147
148

Who has ever brought it about that on the place of con-

Matthew 27.33; Mark 15.22;
1 Kings 24.7
i.e. the church
Jeremias 2.10

Luke 22.33;

John 19.17
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secration, on the very place of the sacred

anointing~ith

the

holy oil, there and not elsewhere, the sword of death was driven home by Christians and his own children.

And here his brain

together with his blood and his broken bones would be scattered
over the pavement of such a holy spot.
tails mentioned above which

There were other de-

heightened this great crime and

guilt of that unprecedented sacrilege. The heavens, indeed,
•
stand in awe at this 149 and everyone ought greatly to fear lest
the whole world at some time or other be greatly desolate and
be forced to drink from the very same chalice of suffering, 15°
though the land took no Part in it nor was conscious of the
151
.
crime even as in the deluge
many perished who were innocent
and in that Sodomitic f1re 152 of the five cities 153 many were
David1 54 took up a
census and the sword raged against his people. Achar 155 sinned
and the nation fell. The sons of Hely 156 partook of the flesh
consummed who were not tainted by lust.

~

and the teeth of Israel were dulled.

149
150
151
152
153
154

155
156

These are the terrible

Jeremias 2.12
Matthew 26.42
Genesis 6-8
Genesis 19.24-25
The five cities were: Sodoma, Gomorrha, Adama, Beboim, and
Segor, but Segor was not destroyed because of the prayer
of Lot. Genesis 19.22
2 Kings 24; David took up a census of the people. God
as a result of his pride and vanity in numbering his people sent a pestilence which was, however, stopped by David's
prayer and sacrifice.
Josue 7.1; 7.18; Achar is more commonly called Achan.
1 Kings 2.12-17; This name is more commonly Heli.
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judgments of the Lord on the sons of men: countless
exist on these points.

e~mples

It would take too long to mention them

and it is not the proper time.

"Would that I were not a man
1
that has a spirit, and that I rather spoke a lie now." 57 Tru-

ly, I do not hope or pray that ill-lUck befall my people nor
do I willingly make predictions.

Rather, be far from me, 0
Lord, far from me in the day of your wrath. 1 58 Stay the sword

•

and make your decision in the spirit of judgment.

Lay aside

your scourge that the just be not stricken with the wicked in
place of the wicked. 159 Let your people, the people of England,
who so devotedly keep in reverence the aforementioned martyrdom
of your nee-martyr, the new victor, let them not see the sword
nor feel the blow, nor bear the scourge but let it be free of
punishment as it is free of guilt.

But if it has unjustly ob-

ligated itself by unjust oaths taken against its father and

.

protector or acted wrongly {as we mentioned above in this little historical account when we described the trials of our
exile) 160 it was rather a pressure than a voluntary consent.
Therefore, 0 Lord, let those perpetrators of that horrible
crime or those who conspired with the perpetrators feel the
161
arm
of your vengeance. Nevertheless, I who am writing

157 Micheas 2.11
158 Lamentations 1.12; 2.21
159 Proverbs 21.18
160 Cf. Becket Materials 3.341
161 Isaias 51.9
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these things for them, though they have taken away my•master
and carried him off, 162 do hope and pray that when the Lord
comes to Judge them, He may not punish them in his fury 163 and
in punishing them may rather convert them than destroy them,

..

but do it so that the whole world Which has been contaminated
by the damnable deed of these men and, as it were, stained with
incest, may wash its hands in their

~lood. 164 A treatise en-

titled Malorum from its subject matter and which we have appended to this history 16 5 will reveal in detail those who repented and those who were doomed.

Since it is the proper time

and place and in accord with the order of the narrative, we
begin to amplify the sin of this sacrilege and later to describe the punishment following upon it.

Since punishment is

a natural consequence of sin, it indicates that sin has preceded it.

I must, therefore, first discuss the sin, then later,

as its sequel, the punishment.

This is necessary, indeed, so

that all who read or hear of it might break out into a rapture
of wonder and that the desecrators themselves might be moved
to sorrow, and lastly, that in the future they might be restrained in terror from trying any similar deed.
Therefore, as we have mentioned, the crimes of the sacri-

162
163
164
165

John 20.13
Jeremias 10.24
Psalms 57.11
Cf. Becket Materials 3.535
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legious wretches are judged from the sacrileges of
who were or are outside the Church.

al~

of those

There is nothing in com-

mon between these deeds and the former.

There is no relation

of fault to fault, no relation of punishment which is due to
punishment.

There is no relation, (I say) no equality, nor is

there any comparison:

there is an altogether different fault

and different punishment due to citizens who betray their state

•

and a different one for enemies Who are gloating on the field
of battle.
One of the knights who took part in the bloody deed, penitent for his crime, secretly confessed to his Diocesan Bishop
that they had hastened to the murder of the saintly man with
their spirit raised to the highest pitch of excitement and, as
it were, with trembling steps.

As soon as the crime was per-

petrated and they were retiring, it seemed as if with each trem
bling and quivering step the earth was, as it were, opened and
was ready to swallow them alive. 166 The Bishop to whom the con
fession was made was Bartholomew, Bishop of Exeter, of blessed
memory.

The murderous knight and penitent was the above mentioned William de Tracy. 167 But now let us return to there-

counting of his suffering which we have begun and let us describe the inordinate boldness of these sacrilegious people in
their rage.

166
167

Leviticus 26.38;
Cf. p. 43, n. 15

Numbers 16.30; 26.10;

Deuteronomy 11.6
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10. The Division of the Spoils and Garments •
among Themselves
Immediately after our champion, the patron of the Church
and father of the clergy, had passed from this world to his
Father, 168 immediately (I say) those sacrilegious wretches
•

rushed for the spoils and smashed the coffers and desks, the
stables and bags and divided the garments 169 of the Lord's
Anointed 170 among themselves.

.

The knights did this in such

wise that what was said of Christ could be adapted to this
Anointed of the Lord, 171 t'They have parted my garments among
them." 17 2 And when among other things they had found two hairshirts, some under garments, as it were, which the champion of
Christ used to wear over his bare body, they did not divide
these among themselves nor did they cast lots for them, 173
but threw them away as if they were useless and of no account
for their purpose.

They were, however, very much surprised

..

and struck with awe when they saw that convincing and fullproof evidence of his concealed mortification.

Straightway,

many of the cohort together with that centurion of the Gospel
spoke to one another silently because of fear, "Indeed, this

168
169
170
171
172
173

John 16.28
Matthew 27.35
1 Kings 24.7
1 Kings 24.7
John 19.24
John 19.24; In contrast to Christ's garments for which
lots were cast.
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was a just man."
breasts. 1 75

174

And they returned striking

thei~

Such was the end of our patron and the Anointed of the
Lord.l76

As I near the end of this little historical narrative

I ought not pass over this end nor k'eep silence with respect
to a certain prophetic vision which is as miraculous as it is
evident; although throughout this entire history I shall omit

•

countless prophetic visions which attested the glory of this
man and the signs given for infidels, all of which are a proof
to the world and especially the unbelievers of the sanctity of
the man.

These signs (I say) which others have seen and writ-

ten, I pass over in the whole of this treatise of mine.

Here,

however, I give my attention solely to that prophetic vision
which will soon be related both for its unfailing certitude
and authority of the narrator (for indeed, the authority of
the one who tells is wont to increase belief), and then also

.

for our edification for which I have written whatever is written about this man in this entire history.

The certitude of

this vision, moreover, had been fully attested and it came to
my notice in this way.

174
175
176

Matthew 27.54
Luke 23.48
1 Kings 24.7
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11. The Martyrdom Known in Jerusalem

•

within Fifteen Days
We know that the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Heraclius 177 by
name, one of the nobler pillars of the Church, now alive and
in no way inferior in sanctity, came"to regions beyond the Alps
and finally landed in England because of the frequent and intolerable assaults of the hostile pagans.

He came to ask for

;.

military reinforcements from the king and the royal armed forces.

Since there was constant talk with him and others about

Blessed Thomas, the manner of his holy life and glorious death,
he asserted among other things and this with definite assurance
that he had learned in Jerusalem of the martyr's death within
fifteen days from the time of the martyrdom and that that news
had spread throughout the entire kingdom.
later on learned to be true.
There is in that land 17 8 a monastery.

What he stated was
...

One of its Brothers

of great purity and holiness of life from his earliest years,
was near his death on the day on which St. Thomas was martyred.
~Tien

he was almost breathing his last, the Superior of the mona -

tery approached this Brother whom he loved above all others because of his sanctity by reason of which he had formed closer
ties of friendship with him.

177
178

This was also the reason why he

Cf. Becket Materials 2.284
i.e. Palestine
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condoled the more with the sick man.

But when he not1ced that

he was now in his last agony, in fatherly manner and with tears
in his eyes he begged him whom he loved so much in life and by
whom he was loved in turn that when he had left this world to
advise him of his state, if the Lord permitted it.
promised and died.

The Brother

A few days afterwards, in fulfillment of

his promise he appeared to the Superior of the monastery full

•

of joy to tell him that he was in God's presence and that the
reward of eternal salvation was his.

"But,n he said, "that

you may be certain, and have no doubt, be assured that as soon
as I left the body I was borne up by angels and saw the Lord.
Soon, (I say) there came a great and eminent man with a procession, wonderful beyond words, following him, surrounding and
leading him, such that no man could number it for the multitude
of the Angels and also a number of Patriarchs and Prophets
speaking their praises and the glorious choir of the Apostles
with the countless army of Holy Martyrs in their purple and
confessors in white. 179 Moreover, he stood before the Lord
like a martyr, with his head all torn and blood trickling (as
it seemed) throughout the wound.

The I.Drd said to him, 'Thom-

as, thus ought you enter the court of your Lord.'

179

And he

Apocalypse 7.9-14; Perhaps, also a reference to the Te
Deum which was probably written by St. Nicetas (335-415).
~Rev. Matthew Britt, O.S.B., The Hymns of the Breviary
and Missal, (New York, Benziger Brothers, 1924, Pp.3S4),
p. 44 ff.
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added, 'The glory that I have given to Peter, I will give to
you in no less a way.'

And then the Lord took a golden crown,

of wonderful size, and placed it on his torn and wounded head.''
The dead Brother who was speaking added, "Know, for certain

..

that this Thomas, the great Bishop of Canterbury, was killed
in these days and is gone to the Lord.
I have told you and mark the time.

Meanwhile, note what

For, before long the re-

•

ports of those who come will prove these things to be true.
And now, since I have prophecied to you the death of the glorious martyr which has taken place, henceforward you must not
doubt of my salvation; especially since you will soon hear from
others what has taken place as I am now prophecying to you."
The Brother who spoke in truth and real prophesy disappeared
when he finished.
Yes, truly prophetically, here every word was prophetic;

...

the very place was prophetic.

Through this very place the

Holy Ghost made known that the glory of the neo-martyr announce
in such a holy and distinguished place be proclaimed throughout the four corners of the world with the greatest speed, and
that the sound of his triumph should go forth gloriously into
all the earth. 180 When the Lord worked the salvation of His
champion who departed from this world in the middle of the

180

Psalms 18.5;

Romans 10.18
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earth, 181 the victory was immediately proclaimed thera, so that
from the middle of the world, as it were, to all the nations
round about, the fame of his glory might quickly be spread.

In

the middle, I say, because the Lord in his prophesy about Jerusalem said, "I have set her in the'' midst Of the nations and
the countries round about her." 182
After the revelation was made to him, the Superior of the
monastery was very much encouraged and overjoyed at the death
of the Brother.

In haste he approached the above mentioned

venerable Patriarch and related everything in order just as the
Patriarch personally told us, as we stated above.
Hence, it is a delightful thought to consider how singularly great and greatly singular he is.

First the Brother,

now made a fellow-citizen of the angels, announced his glory
to the world and spread the glad tidings to the Holy Land be-

.

fore all other parts of the world. And there the Anointed of
the Lord, 183 the true follower of Christ, was first announced
to the world after his death, where Christ Himself was first
announced after His Death.

And as the death of Christ was an-

nounced to the world by the sun, so too, the death of the
Lord's Anointed 184 was straightway announced to the world at

181
182
183
184

i.e. Jerusalem
Ezechiel 5.5
1 Kings 24.7
1 Kings 24.7
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the Lord's command through none other than a fellow-citizen of
the angels.

Indeed, the. setting of the True Sun, Christ, is

announced to the world through the darkening of the sun of the
heavens; 18 5 but the death of the Lord's Anointed 186 is announced through the everlasting gift'• of salvation granted and
the glory bestowed upon one of his eternal fellow-citizens.
12. The Harmon! between the neath

£f Christ

and the Lord's Anointed
0 Death of Christ, 0 death of the Lord's Anointed! 187 One
is the pattern, 188 the other is the copy. And rightly so, for
if anyone should note and study these, what a close harmony,
what a wonderful agreement, what a rhythm and sweet melody there
is between Christ's suffering and the suffering of the Lord's
Anointed, 18 9 between oblation and oblation, suffering and suffering, death and death.

It is, indeed, a harmonious melody

and pleasing to the ear, though difficult to answer.

*

For this

is that cant1cle 190 of the prophet to answer for Melech191

185
186
187
188
189

Matthew 27.45
1 Kings 24.7
1 Kings 24.7
1 Peter 2.21
1 Kings 24.7
190 Psalms 87.1; A prayer of one under grievous affliction.
It agrees to Christ in His Passion and alludes to His
Death and Burial. Cf. as to this passage: Migne, Patrologi! Latina, "Enarrationes in Psalmos 11 87.1.
-191 Pro Melech is the Hebrew equivalent for the Latin ErO choro
iilelech meaning "chorus" of musicians to answer one another.
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which chimes in 1 92 and follows up the song with Chri~t as the
precentor. 1 93 Harmonious, indeed, is the melody of this chorus194 and of the precentor and very sweet the canticle; however, it is also a sweet melody with a certain amount of bitterness because of compassion, except that soon everything will
become sweet because of the pleasure obtained from the enjoyment of the fruits of victory.

This melodious harmony, as

.

sweet as it is alluring will be heard at the end of this little historical treatise more fully, with more attention and
pleasure.

For this canticle of the story must still be added

since the entire material is not yet fully developed.

Mean-

while, the holy body of our patron and father who had already
gone back to his home country, the body which was from our own
number and is still with us and which rises above the spoils
of his own death, was left to us as a precious legacy.

Let us

.

now follow this holy body, which was still unburied, to the
tomb with the proper funeral rites of our love.
13. Happenings after the Martyrdom
First of all, I must briefly mention that the entire city
was horrified, appalled, and shocked when it heard the news of

192
193
194

i.e. the succentor, an accompanier in singing; "Ita in
hoc cantico passionis finem caelestium coronarum."
A leader in music.
Chorus signifies harmony (concordia) which consists in
charity (1 John 3.16) therefore, if we do not have charity, we do not answer in chorus.
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that damnable and profane deed, heretofore unheard of• in the
state.

They struck their breasts, beat their knees with their

hands, and struck hand on hand in sheer bewilderment and grief.
Without delay they hastened to the church with passionate laments in quest of their father and protector.

And-we can leave

out the rich-only the poor pressed forward to the martyred
champion of the Supreme Emperor since he who fought in the

•

spirit of a soldier was still the hope of the poor, the father
of orpaans, 19 5 the helper of the little ones, the judge of
widows, 196 and comforter of them that mourn. 1 97 The poor and
only the poor, inasmuch as the rich "withering away for fear," 1
hid themselves, the poor, (I say) and only the poor press on
in their haste.

They all hasten forth, one trying to outrun

the other, wailing, shouting in chorus and asking where their
father and protector had gone.
Let us look back at the Passion of Christ and note if

..

there was not something similar in this passion of the Anointed
of the Lordl99 to the Passion of Christ Himself, and if this
similarity is not in the passion of the soldier as in the Passion of the Commander-in-Chief.

195
196
197
198
199

Psalms 67.6
Psalms 67.6
Job 29.25
Luke 21.26
1 Kings 24.7

There you will find fishermen

~
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and women, 200 only these and they are poor.
were in hiding because of fear.

All the ~thers

I must not delay here nor need

I further compare and collate the facts of the Passion of the
Head and his member.

For those who are familiar either through

reading or study, with the facts of 'the Passion of the One and
the other, it suffices merely to mention it here cursorily.
And therefore, after omitting other details, let us return

•

to our poor who as Christ's poor once ran to the tomb of
201
Christ,
so these now ran to the pavement of the church on
which that holy and lifeless body, not
lying.

y~

buried, was still

These poor people flocking together and passing up

each other, devoutly pay their respects to the body and with
greatest reverence kiss his hands and feet.

Some dipped piec-

es of linen, others their kerchiefs in that sacred stream of
blood which flowed abundantly on the pavement of the church.
In this way, they foretold, as it were, with a definite sign
of things to come the devotion and reverence that would be
shown and the glory that would be in a short time spread throug out the world.
Finally, toward night, (since it was the late afternoon
when that act of darkness was perpetrated,) they fitted and
joined to the head,as best they could, the top of the head
with the anointed crown which hung from the head like a disc,
200
201

Matthew 27.55
Matthew 28.1-10
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and which still clung to the forehead by a thin

stri~

of skin.

As he was still lying on the pavement, being neither undressed
nor washed, 202 a group of monks carried that holy body on their
shoulders before the high altar as is customary among the monks
in burying their dead.
14.

Th~

Appearance of the Lifeless Body

Throughout the whole night,

aft~r

full loss of blood

which had flowed upon the pavement of the church, the blood
still trickled slowly through the gaping wounds where the head
was refitted.

And thus, (it is· remarkable to say it and it

is a great manifestation of the power of God worthy of our
grateful admiration), after such a bitter death, after so many
heavy blows of swords, which separated the top of the head with
its anointed crown from the head, after that great flood of
blood, and finally, after the continuous trickling of blood

*

throughout the night, after all these things, his face was not
paler, nor thinner; no deeper wrinkles appeared on his brow,
nor were hie eyes sunken.

His neck was not shrivelled, nor

did his shoulders droop more.

His fingers were not stiffer

nor was his skin more flabby.

Finally, in no part of the body

202

They refrained from washing his body and anointing it with
balsam as was usually due to Archbishops of Canterbury out
of reverence to the martyr's blood with which the body was
bathed.
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could any infirmity or lifelessness be detected.

Th~very

liv-

ing composition of the dead body gave substantial proof that
203
the saintly man's final exanimation was not an exaninition.
It was, indeed, fitting that one dying such a becoming and beau
..
)204 kept for the Lord
tiful death ( as we have described before
the perfection of his holy body which a bitter and nigh-drawing death could not defile.

It was fitting (I say) that the

•

Lord should return a likeness to the dead one, since he himself was unable.

And, in truth, He gave it.

I must paint this
death, which I have described before, with a stibic pencil 205
rather than describe it with the black letters of the pen.
This, I repeat, was the beauty, this was the charm of the head
of the lifeless body which was so torn and broken.

Indeed, he

looked more like one sleeping peacefully than a dead man, so
that some even doubted. whether he had died.

Such, I say, was

..

the beauty, such the charm of the entire body, such the vital
grace of his countenance, and the smile and cheerfulness of
one in joy as one strengthened in oil. 206 This, as I recall

mentioning above, was the glory of his countenance when he returned from exile and which began when he first entered his

203
204
205
206

i.e. his last breath did not produce a complete break-up
of his physical body.
cr. pp. 10-11
In ancient times this was used by women in the form of
powder to color their eye-brows and eyelashes black.
Bosham considered this more effective than ink.
Psalms 103.15; Cf. p. 22.
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church. 2 07

It was now carried out to the full in his~eparture

which really brought him to his own country.

The strong breath

of death could not blow out this beauty, but rather transformed
it from splendor to splendor, as it were, by the Spirit of the
Lord. 208

What more?

This is certain and clearer than the

light of day that such an harmonious and pleasant arrangement
of the body, was, was it were, a herold, a prophet and a mea-

•

senger of his eternal happiness; and as that aforementioned
Brother was in a spiritual way during the vision approved as
the fellow-citizen of the angels, so this one under our very
eyes was approved in a physical way, so that in the very beginning of his going forth, the testimony of his glory stood, as
it were, in the mouth of two. 209

Throughout that night the

body of the holy man who had already gone to the Altar of God
to God who gave joy 210 to his sorrow, lay on a litter before
the high altar of the church.

The body lay as it was, unwashed

and unclothed.
15. Burial of the Body of the Saintly Becket

On the following day, the vipers of the oft-mentioned brood
of vipers 211 made their appearance again and poured out the

207
208
209
210
211

Cf. p. 22
2 Corinthians 3.18
Deuteronomy 19.15;
Psalms 42.4
Matthew 3.7

Matthew 18.16;

2 Corinthians 13.1
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venom 212 through their barbed tongue.

They vented t~eir rage

in tones of thunder asking whether the body of that seducer
was still above the earth.

They added that if it would not be

quickly put in the earth from the sight of men, it would have

..

to be dragged by horses throughout the whole city and hanged
on a gibbet.

They even prevented them from placing the body

of the seducer among the tombs of

th~

Holy Bishops.

Soon some of the Brothers of the monastery, undone and
thoroughly affrightened by those terrible and sacrilegious
threats, took the body down from the litter on which it lay
and began to take off his vestments and then (according to the
special monastic custom) to wash the body. 213 They took off
the top garments which he used in the eyes of men and beneath
they found things altogether different according to that statement of the wise man, "Your front may be in harmony with pre-..
valent customs but beneath all things may be different."
indeed, was true in him.
garment without the hood.
monastical cowl.

This,

Underneath they found a certain black
This, they soon recognized to be a

After taking this off, they discovered that

in the inmost part his body was covered entirely with hair-shirt
His arms, his back, and shins, his entire body was, as it were,
enveloped in hair-shirts.

212
213

This was the ankle length garment

Cicero, De Amicitia 23.87
Herbert might have misunderstood Grim's words (Becket
Materials 2.442) "Ut moria est, corpus ••• lavandum exspoliantes. tt It was stripped in order to be washed, but
not washed. cr. p. 89 n. 202--.
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of Joseph. 214

He put this on

(as I recall mentioning at the

beginning of this history) immediately after his ordination to
the priesthood and wore it continually until the consummation
of his martyrdom.

When the Brothers in whose charge that holy

body was placed saw this, they never expected it because it
was beyond all worldly things and seeing this before them, with
quick steps, yea even with a certain joy of soul, immediately

•

called together all the other Brothers.

And because many of

them, just as the men of this world, had doubted his sanctity,
saw this they were thoroughly amazed, genuinely contrite and
settled on the point. Having "seen the earth quake," 21 5 as it
were, (and yet, that delicate and fragile body as shaken as
it was, remained unchanged by this earthquake)--after seeing
the earth quake (I say), in chorus they noisily shouted like
that centurion in the Gospel, "Indeed, this was the Son of
God!" 216 Therefore, after removing the clothes and washing it,

.

they took the body of Thomas and arrayed it with other garments
according to the usual custom in burying Bishops. 21 7 There
was in the crypt of the church a new tomb hewed out of the rock

214
215
216
217

Genesis 37.31
Matthew 27.54
Matthew 27.54
i.e. in pontifical robes. They first put~the dress in
which he was consecrated and which he had himself desired
to be preserved--namely, the alb, super humeral, chrismatic, mitre, stole, and maniple and over these the Archbishop's insignia-namely, the tunic, dalmatic, chasuble,
the pall with its pins, the chalice, the gloves, the rings,
the sandals and pastoral staff.
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many days before, prepared, as it were, by God for thi~ purpose in which no man as yet had been placed. 218 And because
of their fear, they hid it in the crypt and placed the body
of Thomas in this new tomb which had been hewed out of the rock
in the year after the Incarnation of,the Lord, one-thousand-one
hundred and seventy-one, 21 9 about the fifty-third year of his
own life.

218
219

John 19.41
It was really in 1170.
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Chapters of the Seventh Volume
1. A list of Thomas' scholarly friends.
2. A plea for the preservation of the martyr's history.
3. An entreaty in which he commends himself to the good-will
and prayers of the readers of this history.
Volume Seven:
1. ! List of Thomas' Scholarly Friends
Since mention has been made frequently in this history of

•

the scholarly friends of Thomas, now the glorious neo-martyr
of the Lord and of us, in concluding this history I have though
it advisable to enumerate the names of those illustrious men,
who in that great storm, amid those whirlpools of the sea, amid
much toil and danger stood forth like shipmates with their
father who piloted the ship.

I have done this that their names
may remain in eternal benediction. 1
1.

Among the first, therefore, and more scholarly than all

the other scholars is one who taught all of these, Thomas himself.

And as he surpassed them in learning so he is more dis-

tinguished, rosy and ruddy, washing "his robe in wine, and his
garment in the blood of the grape. " 2 He, like his Commanderin-Chief, trod the winepress alone3 and coming from Edom with

1
2
3

Ecclesiasticus 45.1
Genesis 49.11
Isaias 63.3
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dyed garments from Bosra ascended into heaven.
2.

•

Among the learned friends of Thomas there was a certain

man of the highest accomplishments who was a Lombard in name
and nationality alike and born in the famous city of Piacenza.
He was for the longest time at his mother's breasts, finally
weaned from the milk, he was drawn away from the breasts,5 and
became great in wisdom and knowledge.

In his rest and leisure

this disciple instructed the master in canon law while in exile
So also did the disciple who wrote these things sit daily at
this same teacher's feet.

He was also our most loyal compan-

ion,6 until he was finally recalled from exile to the Church
of Rome owing to hie illustrious merits and appointed Cardinal
of the Holy Roman Church.

The Roman Pontiff finally elevated

him to the Archiepiscopacy of Benevento.
3.

Following him is John, an Englishman, known by the surname

"Salisbury."

He who had this name had by the grace of God

drawn upon himself the eyes of the spouse by reason of his word
of wisdom and the word of knowledge7 granted to him so profusely by the Holy Ghost.

4
5
6
7

He persevered energetically and manful-

Isaias 63.1; Edom and Bosra (a strong city of Edom) are her
taken in a mystical sense for the enemies of Christ and His
Church.
Isaias 28.9
Inviduus in Latin text is perhaps a printing mistake for invidus or probably related to invidia--jealoue companion,
therefore, "loyal."
1 Corinthians 12.8
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ly with our neo-martyr in his tribulations to the

ver~

end.

On the basis of his illustrious and conspicuous merits, (not
that he thought or his own but rather those of our neo-martyr)
I

he was called away from his country soon after the martyrdom
of our lord and at God's call was made Bishop of Chartres in
the Province of Sene where he had lived before in exile with us

4.

Next comes an Englishman, Robert Foliot, at that time the

Archpriest of Oxford.

He was a character of many sided accom-

plishments and refinements.

Should you take note of his life

and deeds you would take him for another Laban. 8 the father-inlaw who united for himself the two sisters in marriage.

He did

not, however, follow his rather who for certain reasons9 left
the country to go on his wandering; but he previously received
the permission and blessing of our father not to follow.

He

was afterwards on the merits of his illustrious deeds raised to

8

9

i.e. Deceitful Laban because he did not keep his promise-instead of giving Rachel to Jacob in marriage as he promised
he gave him Lia who was older and ever so anxious to find a
husband. However, after Jacob worked an additional seven
years, Laban finally gave him Rachel. Genesis 29.
Becket was exiled chiefly because he refused to sanction
customs contrary to the liberty of the Church which were
drawn up at the Council of Clarendon: 1. All cases involving
the clergy are to be tried first by the king's justice; 2.
No one belonging to the king's household may be excommunicated without the king's consent or that of the grand judiciary in the absence of the king; 3. No Archbishop or ecclesiastical dignitary may lawfully go beyond the sea without the ~ing's permission, etc.
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the Episcopacy of Hereford.

5.

Following him is the Englishman Reginald, but a Lombard

in surname and education alike.

He was prudent and industri-

ous for his age, spirited and efficient in his undertakings.
For some time he stood by our side in exile but was soon the
cause of our grief.

The reason was this: He turned from the

trial we had and its poverty to the court in order to take up

.

the battle against us in his championing of the friend.

But

in the death of our lord, precious and triumphant as it was,
with the Most High showing him grace, he was converted and returned to his lord and father.

Later on, because of his up-

rightness and diligence, being received into the Church from
the Court, he was elevated to the Episcopacy of Bath.
6.

After him comes an Englishman, illustrious in name and re-

putation with the proper name of Gerald and the surname of
Pucelle.

After long draughts of turbulent waters, Sior drew
out for itself the purest waters from the founts of Siloe. 10
It was he whom our leader and father before he began his sojourn abroad, first promoted to the rank of cleric and then
conferred upon him an ecclesiastical benefice.

After he had

been with us on the journey throughout the day, finally towards evening he grew rather slack in his running and seeking
rest for a while, he turned aside from us.

10

Isaias 8.6

Nevertheless, af-
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terwards when our lord passed away from this world, he was
raised to the Episcopacy of Coventry on the merits of his good,
gentle, and honest life and knowledge.
7.

Next came Hugh of Nunant, a Norman, and at that time Arch-

priest of Lisieux.

For his youthful'•years he was wise in coun-

sel, prudent in actions and determined in carrying them out:
though our wandering had not yet come to an end, he returned

•

home with permission of our father after being reconciled with
the prince.

All during those years he was found faithful and

industrious by the prince.

Whether the royal court or church

did, I do not know, but this I do know that shortly before we
have spoken about that Gerald of happy memory who after wander11
ing along the way decreed of all flesh,
he was elevated to
the same Episcopal Seat.
8.

After him came the Englishman, Gilbert Glanville, good and

simple in his way of life, living up to the standards of all
men of good repute among whom he found himself, and well versed
in the knowledge of both laws.
up with us.

He never left us once he joined

Yet he was the last of all to be called.

In the

dispensation of the Most High, though the last to be called,
he was closer to our father in the rank of dignity.

In fact,

while I am writing this he was chosen to be Bishop of Rochester

11

Leviticus 17.14
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9.

In order to enumerate not only bishops of our growp but

other private individuals who were, nonetheless, great and industrious men, next came the Englishman Ralph la Serre, a meek,
temperate, and sociable man, who though not a bishop, nonetheless by reason of his sanctity of life and the fulness of his
knowledge, rose to greater heights than a bishop.

Though he
had not tasted the sour grape, his teeth were set on edge; 12

•

despite the fact that he was not of the Archbishop's household
or house he was proscribed and banished with his parents who
were rather more ready for the grave than for exile.

After-

wards, on the merits of his illustrious deeds, he was raised
to the Deanship of the Metropolitan Church of Rheims.
10.

After him was the Englishman Jordan or as some call him

Gordon, surnamed de Melbourne, at that time Archpriest of Chichester and later Dean of this same church.

For his age and

the time which he had devoted to study, Jordan had acquired a
not mediocre knowledge. But because he had bought a farm, he
excused himself 13 and did not follow our father in his wandering.
11.

After him came the Englishman Matthew, of Chichester in

birth and surname.
industrious.

As a youth he was keen of mind, upright and

When already well advanced in his studies, he

was drawn away from them by the call of the court and of world-

12
13

Jeremias 31.29
Luke 14.18
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ly cares, though as I now write this he is Dean of Chtchester.
But he did not follow his father in his wandering because he
was in no way chosen.
12.

After him came Gervase also of Chichester by birth and sur

name.

In his youth he was matchless' both in manners and in his

knowledge of literature.

But even he did not forsake his coun-

try, since he was not called.
13.

After him came an Englishman, John of Tilbury, a man of

great feeling and great expression.

As a learned and rapid

writer, he necessarily brought forth out of the treasure of his
heart new things and old. 14 He excused himselfl5 on his illhealth and age for not following the father who was setting
out abroad.
14.

After him came the Englishman, Philip of Calve, 16 a man

of quiet and simple ways.

Having followed his father in exile,

he had completely exhausted the powers of his body and mind
in the study of human law.

Although he had bowed his shoul-

ders for a while, he could in no wise equal the task of carrying the burden of poverty for such a long time.

He saw rest

that it was good and returned to his country not, however, before receiving the permission and blessing of his father.

14
15
16

Matthew 13.52
Luke 14 .18
or Calne; Of. Becket Materials 3.101
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15.

Then came Hervey of London, also the place of hia birth.

After bartering vessels of gold and silver from the Egyptians 17
in the desert, he longed to be fed with manna. 18 He was sent
to the apostolic father by our father but was soon overtaken
by death.

16.

After him came Gunter of Winchester also the place of his
birth. He was a man, simple and upright, 1 9 just and without

..

complaint.

His want of knowledge was compensated for in life

rather fitly from above, for he climbed the sycamore tree with
Zaccheus 20 who was small of stature so that in this way he
might see Jesus passing by.

Faithfully and perseveringly he

remained with the master in his trials to the very end.

17.

After him came Alexander, called in his own language
21
Cuelin,
by surname and nation "the Welshman." A well-educated man, pleasant in speech, and in pleasant speech profuse.
Yet all his merit lay not in his mouth, for his hand was as
ready as his tongue.

With our father and for our father, bid-

den and unbidden, absent and present, frequently in great perils, he labored with caution, resolution, and constancy; and,
what is very valuable in his nation, he was always and everywhere loyal to his lord.

17
18
19
20
21

Exodus 12.35
John 6.31
Job 1.1; 8. 3
Luke 19.1-4
or Llewelyn
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18.

There were besides two Lombards by birth, one called

Roland, the other Ariald.

They were very industrious and very

learned, whom our father summoned to himself in his exile.

In

view of their learning and prudence he shared his poverty with
them because they possessed little.

'Throughout the years he

gave to the first we mentioned ten marks out of his small means
to the other one hundred gold soldi in each year of his exile.
19.

There still remains in this group of our lord and holy mar

tyr, one who was very dear and welcome to our lord.

I am plac-

ing him who was, as it were, singularly great and greatly singular and even among the first to be called, apart from the
others.

He is Humbert by proper name, a Lombard in nationali-

ty, born in the renowned city of Milan.

He was a man of ex-

ceptional ability in deed and word. Just as he progressed from
virtue to virtue 22 so also did he advance through ecclesiastical ranks.

~~ile

we were still in exile he was first Arch-

.

deacon of Bourges, and then being called by our lord he was
made like one of us in our group.

Afterwards, on the merits

of his illustrious deeds he was raised to the Archbishopric of
Milan where he had been born.

And then one or two years after

his elevation he was made the father and patron over all of us.
From Archbishop he was raised to the highest Pontificate of the

22

Psalms 83.8
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of the Roman See.

He is today the ruler of the entire Church,

Urban III in reality and name alike.
20.

We can conclude, therefore, how noble and great and bene-

volent was this glorious lord and martyr of ours from this list
of select men which we have compiled·; men of our society who
were so prudent and brave.

Though bereft of all things and

proscribed for the cause of God and the Church, he sought these

•

distinguished and great patrons for his own company.
21.

There were, however, some others whom I do not mention

here among these though they were learned. and active.

They

were loyal to their lord and bravely and manfully stood by him
in the contest to the very end. 2 3 Among these, by the dispensation of the Lord, is one who was, as it were, born out of
due time 24 and least of the learned, 25 the disciple who wrote
these things, an Englishman whose proper name is Herbert and
Bosham in birth and surname alike.
22.

And lest I should pass that one over in silence whose fame

is so celebrated and whom I remember mentioning here and there
in this history, namely that cleric, the Englishman Edward Grim,
whose arm was wounded in the contest of the martyr, I am placing him here alone and apart from the others because, though

23
24
25

The metae were conical columns set in the ground at each
end of the Roman Circus designating the goal or winning post
1 Corinthians 15.8
1 Corinthians 15.9
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he was from the province, yet he was not from the Archbishop's
own household.: He had come to see the Archbishop, it must be
noted, soon after he had returned from exile.

I do not place

him in this history in the Archbishop's catalogue of scholars.
Freed from human trials, his name

is~·

as can be hoped, listed

in the celestial catalogue of his Saints by the Most High.
23.

Some of these, however, whom I am including in the list

•

of those scholars of whom we have given an individual account
above, friend.s of poverty, have persisted with us with resolute
ness, stability, determination, and perseverance in sustaining
the brunt of the battle; a few no longer went about with him. 26
Even in this respect the soldier was like his Commander-inChief.

Not to mention others (for not everyone whom even the
Commander-in-Chief chose to the Apostolate persevered) 27 and
to conclude now the list of our learned friends, there were
twenty in all.
24.

Let no one, however, be astonished, let no one reproach

me if among others I shall have enumerated in that list of
scholars some of those who did not follow their father in his
wandering.

These latter ones must rather be enumerated with

those friends, as can easily be seen, who though companions
at the table, 28 were nonetheless, least loyal on the day of

26
27
28

John 6.67
Matthew 26.23
Ecclesiasticus 6.10

1~

need; or even if I shall have mentioned some of

thos~

who fol-

lowing their father when he was in his wandering, returned home
though the trials of that wandering were not yet completed.
These can be considered similar to a woman, weak and easily
led astray, who looked back and was''turned to a statue 29 or to
him, who put his hand to the plow, but at the same time, looking back rendered himself unfit for the kingdom.3°

•

If among

other scholars I have recorded both of these types, let this
not surprise anyone or cause him to lay any blame on me.

Let

our Catholic and Universal Mother know that even they who have
not followed our father in his wandering or they who followed
and returned hom, nearly all returned only after receiving the
permission and blessing of their father.

All of them have been

exonerated by our father in his goodness.

Moreover, all of us

still know one thing and the world sees it likewise.

Hence,

we need not apologize for them now who did not follow and who
followed but aid not remain to the end if in any way they have
acted against their father, or if they have in any way offended
him.

They have now well repented with their whole heart, with

the complete submission of their mind through death and after
the death of their father which was so precious, so triumphant
and were humbled before their father and turned to him with
greatest devotion.
29
30

Genesis 19.26; Allusion to Lot's wife who was turned to
a statue of salt.
Luke 9.62
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0 holy father, glorious martyr, who wert on the field wit
the Commander-in-Chief

a valiant champion, and now, indeed,

art most gloriously triumphant on thy throne, who through thy
death hast equally overcome very death itself and him who had
dominion over thy death, spare those'who remained with thee in
thy trials, that they who were companions in thy passion may
deserve to become companions in thy consolation.

Spare all

those, I beseech thee, 0 lord, whom the Lord entrusted to thy
care in His name, mindful of Him Who having loved his own, He
loved them unto the very end. 31 Spare all those who followed
thee faithfully whether they accompanied thee and soon returned
home or who did not leave thee .because they followed not with
thy permission.

To me, thy disciple, now thy biographer, such

that I am, wandering and forsaken along pathless and rugged
ways in quest of thee, deign to grant some portion of thy double spirit.3 2 Not that I, runt of a sinner, would take any- ...
thing of that distinguished prophet Eliseus, but because thou
art Elias,33 since thy spirit, thy goodness and thy very garments gave testimony of it in this world.

To.me, therefore,

thy servant who was wont to minister to thee in the bands of
the Gospe1, 34 give as thou ascendest some threads of thy pro-

31
32
33
34

John 13.1
4 Kings 2.9; 11 Thy spirit which is double in comparison
with that which God usually imparts to his prophets or perhaps, a double portion of thy spirit."
4 Kings 2
Philemon 13
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phetic garment,35 so that in my nakedness I may not P•rish in
the cold of this desert.

It cannot be believed that because
thou hast now climbed the fiery chariot36 and the holy love of
that eternal and unapproachable brightness and that the love
of the Spirit so absorbed thee in th'At great abyss of joy that
thou art unmindful of thy sons who still wander and are still
exposed to dangers; but thou art rather for this reason, as

•

we can now readily see, more powerful and ever more ready to
come to our aid.

Thou art now so thoroughly inebriated in that

inexhaustible fount of eternal goodness and thy leadership has
been strengthened so much the more through thy triumphant death
Lest anyone claim as his own the common source of kindness and
joy of the entire Church, may thy people, o glorious martyr,
feel, as it were, and place their hope of salvation in thy
blood, the clergy, their liberty and the entire world thy guid-

..

ance over its churches; and just as there is peace to thee and
was once to thy friends, may thy missionaries and thy Church
and all the churches of the world enjoy peace in thy blood and
may the clergy in thy blood realize absolute freedom which it
now enjoys not completely but incompletely, for which freedom
thou hast deigned to offer thyself in a new way with an unprecedented and undaunted perseverance and persevering courage.

35
36

Genesis 14.23
4 Kings 2.11
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2. Bosham Begs the Preservation of the
History

Qf

•

1he Martyr

In conclusion of this history, I beg, I pray, and as I
dare to speak, so in the name of the martyr himself do I forbid any readers of this history of tne martyr to change or
shorten it, even though it might, perhaps, seem rather prolix
to some.

Rather prolix, I say, because I myself admit that

•

it is prolix, but I could not avoid this verbosity nor was I
allowed to avoid it without offending many distinguished men
to whom I was indebted for this historical work: men who not
only most persistently demanded that I write of the activities
of this distinguished Becket, but also of the mostives underlying them and equally well, the virtue of edification which
pertained to them.

So splendid was the magnificence of his

works and merits that this entire enlarged work could not be
compassed by arwbrevity of words; hence, the frequent digres-*
sions which we have made throughout this history by wandering
for the sake of edifying.

But should, perhaps, anyone condemn

this as being contrary to the law of history, if it pleases
him, let him be kind in his interpretation, remembering that
I did it so, not due to my own verbosity but at the request or
friends.

Should anyone, however, investigate further the out-

lines of histories, (he will see) that this is not contrary
to the law of history but rather in conformity with it.

This,
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however, I shall treat at another time.

Even if this•history

has grown beyond the law of history, I still hope and pray
that no one mutilate or curtail it, unless perchance, he wishes
by this hostility to diminish the merit of the activities of
that distinguished Becket or to suppress his glory.

Let him

not mutilate it (I say) lest, perhaps, he leave out something
that might be adjudged worth reading publicly in the church

•

especially on the martyr's feast day.37

If he knows better,

let him correct it; this, indeed, pleases me; but I make this
plea that he do not mutilate it.

I am saying this in behalf

of those countless people who in fashioning something foreign
and old into a new work of their own, as it were, very often
discard the more necessary as superfluous or retain what is
really superfluous as the more necessary; very often even corrupting those things which were found in the original by changing and interpreting according to their own fancy.

They fail

to follow the author's thought in the very words of the author,
but bring out their own, (since, according to one of the doctors, "Every word is to be taken according to the meaning of
the author.")

Mutilators of this type, indeed, are like prun-

ere who carelessly cut back the branches and luxurious palms of
trees and vines; who very often cut off the more fruitful and
necessary branches, thinking all the while that they have pruned

37

December 29
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the dry or spurious ones Which are, as it were,

super~luous.

So you, whoever you are, if you decide to write a history or
any other book, write your own.

Do not make of my old one and

from my laborious work, a new one which you have acquired
through no labor:

or if you have not decided to write your

own, are you trying to make your own from mine by correcting
it in both that which seems to you, not to me, superfluous and,

•

perhaps, by curtailing the more necessary points?

If possible,

come to me alone, that I myself might correct it; otherwise,
leave my book intact and write a new one of your own.

Let me

add one last remark (I hope I do not offend the mutilators with
what I am to say.)

If any history or any other mutilated book

will not remain faithful to me, I shall not be faithful to it.
Even if the book pleases, it will always be suspected and it
will never enjoy complete reliability.

3. Bosham Commands Himself to the Prayers
of the Readers of

~

History

In the last section of this historical treatise, I beg
and plead that whoever in this wandering of mine, even if it
has come to an end, wished to hear this canticle of the martyr,
let him deign to give me, the historiographer, such that I am,
an appreciation of his words and. merits with the approval of
brotherly consent, and let him always be mindful of him whom
he is leaving behind.

Amen.

.
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